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Bids a waited on
heating system

J .J • Fehrmann, Danny Coleman, and Marc McLeod play in a sno'Y fort at Forest Park.
(Jonathan Blake photo)

Forest Park rent may rise
$127,000 was · proposed; Nagem ·
By Christie Farina
Due to rising energy costs, said. A new budget is due at the
·
tenants at Forest Park may see a end of the month.
- The possible rent increase will
$35 to $45 rent increase, according to George Nagem, assistant go to the University Board of
to the director of Residential Life Trustees for approval sometime .
in March, according to Nagem.
and manager of Forest Park.
Forest Park, a non-profit, selfNagem said the budget projected in Septembei: by Physical _ supporting complex on Demerritt
Plant Operation and Mainte- · Road, houses full-time University
nance (PPO&M), which includes oil/ students, the majority being
heat and eledricity costs for the _manied or single-parent families.
The 30-building complex has a
self-sustaining apartments, was
$87,000 for July 1, 1980 to June 30, separate budget from dor1981, based on past consumption mitories. Rent charges must
·cover maintenance and energy
costs.
However, due to an increase in costs.
Rent rose $5 in 1979, $3 in 1978
energy costs, the budget was
reviewed, and a new budget of _and $6.50 in !977, according to

Roseann Robillard, residential!
manager of Forest Park.
Monthly rent charges vary according to apartment size,
Robillard said. Stµdios go for
$122.50 and two-bedroom aparFOREST PARK, page 4

heating pipe system to replace
By Jody Levine
The University will besin inefficient steam heat used in many
accepting t>tas u1,1s montn tor -an dorms.
As part of Phase One pipes will
estimated $9 .2 million reconstruction of the campus heating system, be insulated, some pipes will be
according to Walter Petermann, replaced and new thermostats will
associate director for Physical be installed.
Phases two and three -involve
Plant and Development.
The reconstruction will inclµde further ·heating pipe replacement
installation of new hot water to the east and west of the railroad
heating pipes, insulation of the tracks.
The entire project, scheduled for
pipes and the replacement of old
completion in 1985, will save the
and faulty pipes.
All dorms, including the newer lJ niversity an estimated $340,000
dormitories which are electrically annually, according to Petermann.
· heated, will have new preset - · "The purpose of reconstruction
thermostats. Students will only be is to control_ energy uses, to stop
able to lower temperatures, but wasting energy and to make the
will be unable to raise system more efficient," Sanders
temperatures above present said.
Three types of pipes currently
University levels.
The heating plant, located conduct heat through the tunnels:
behind the Service Building, runs hot water~ steam and domestic hot
well, according to John Sanders, water which carry water for
·
assistant director of Physical Plant dish washing and bathing.
Students who live close to the
Operation and Maintenance.
However, the transfer of heat to town heating plant may find their
campus buildings by means of dormitories get too much heat
pipes in underground tunnels is while those living {arther away
from the plant may find their
faulty, he said.
"The heating plant is seventy- dorms get too little, according to
nine to eighty-two percent Sanders.
"In the morning when I take
efficient ... Sanders said. "But
twenty percent of heat is lost in the showers the water is really cold and
the hot water only trickles out,.,
transfer.,.
Phase one of the project,-which said Michelle Roy of Hitchcock.
Lisa Hooper of Fairchild said,
will be completed by fall for an
estim~ied $1.8 million, involves "Some I11ornings the water is too
the installation of a new hot water cold; usually it's scalding."

Caucus passes amendments

PPO&M staff
_votes for union
The first union to win representation at UNH was narrowly elected
by members of the University's operating staff Friday.
Employees of the UNH Physical Plant Operations and Maintenance
(PPO&M) department 115 to 94 for representation by the American
Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees.
Jolm Duffy, a PPO&M carpenter and member of the union's
organizing cominittee, said the union had hoped for a stronger
showing. Still, he said, "Unions are still new to New Hampshire-and a
win is a win."
Duffy said the vote indicates PPO&M employees' diSSltisfaction
with wages and benefits at UNH. "We certainly have not been one of
the priorities of the University,'' he said.
UNH acting president Jere Chase expres&n disappointment at the
vote, but said he understan~ the "frustrations" that brought it about.
"I believe that the single most pres.sing issue among operating staff is
economic, specifically the wage and salary programs," he said.
Duffy said that other grwp., within the University that may be considering unionization, including faculty, ~'will be watching to~ how
we do in winning wage increases.''
The vote of PPO&M's operating staff wa~ cleared by the stat_e·
Public Employees Labor Relations Board m December, when 1t
ruled that PPO&M employees comprised an individual bargaining unit. The University's entire operati~g ~taff of 800 voted down
unionization by nearly a two to Qne margm m May, 1977.
Duffy said "promises the University made the last time (in the 1m
vote) weren't kept," leading to Friday's union victory. He said the
University had not followed up on its pledges of more cooperation with
the operating staff.
"We've been kept to four and a half percent pay raises the last
couple of years. Nothing has really changed," Duffy said. He also said
the staff, which includes ~todians, painters, carpenters, and alarm
specialists, has been "treated in a derogatory way" by the University.
Olly "l\\o <be- gmip, wi1hin ttE ~ t y Systen, ttE fawlty ani
staff at Keene State College, are unionized. Duffy said union officials
and a bargaining commi~ will be elected by the PPO&M staff on
March5.

By Mark Luebbers
The Faculty Caucus passed at a

proposed by Whittier either failed

Chairman's decision and in an in-

due to the lack of a second or

formal conversation a week

special meeting yesterday three 1 were defeated by a vote of the .
_
of the final 13 amendments to the Caucus.
Romoser also proposed several
procedure
grievance
new
proposal developed by the amendments, only to have all but
one, dealing with grievance
Caucus Ad Hoc Committee.
The Caucus then voted to pass committee membership, either
the new procedures as amended withdrawn or defeated.
The final amendment, also
to the Academic Senate for final
proposed by Romoser, was
approval.
The three amendments passed declared out of order by Caucus
with relatively little discussion Chairman M. Evans Munroe ..
and dealt with informal grievance Roinoser said he-was upsef by"the
procedure, membership of the
grievance committee and the effective date of -the new
procedures respectively.
Several amendments which did
not. pass were debated at length.
Professor of Philosophy Duane
Whittier's proposed amendments
on the removal, either voluntarily or at the request of the
Faculty Council, of any member
of the Grievance Committee or
Hearing Board who may have a
conflict of interest in grievance
decisions, was debated by
Professor Do~d Babcock, also of the Philosophy Department,
and Political Science Professor
George Romoser.
Whittier withdrew the second
amendment after the first was
·
_
defeated 18 to eight.
Several other amendments

earlier, Munroe had made no
mention of the unsuitability of the
•amendment. The amendment
concerned the applicability of
grievance cases which arise prior
\ to the adoption · of the new .
procedures.
Twenty members voted to pass
the procedures; there were no
votes against and three absten. sions.
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News· Briefs
Blackout

Myths hinder ERA 's passage\

Power was lost to several buildings on campus at 9: 30 last
night:•'··
The Dimond Library, Hood House and Hamilton Smith Hall
were evacuated and closed by members of the UNH/Durham
Fire Department.
Hundreds of students were evacuated in about 25 minutes from
the library, according to a lieutenant who declined to give his
name.
Kevin Maynaro, an employee at the library, described the
crowd as a "mad h~use" after the lights first went out.
Emergency lights came on immediately after the blackout
which aidedlhe evacuation.
4

The electronic detection device was de activated during tho

blackout, and it is not yet known if any library materials are
missing.

Rides to polls
Students can get rides to the Durham polls.today from Room 146
oftheMUB.
Rides will leave for Oyster River High School every 15
minutes until the polls close at 7 p.m.
This service is being provided by the Students for Kennedy.

China to be discussed
Economics education and law in China will be discussed
Friday in the'second of four lectures on the relationships between
the United States and China.
·
UNH faculty mem~rs John Beckett ana Allen Linden will lead
the program at 8 p.m. in the Berkshire Room of the New England
Center.
.
Beckett Forbes Professor of Management, will speak about
recent e~onomic developments and the current -economic
situation in China.
· A visitor to China in 1978 and 1979, Beckett will direct another
tour there this summer.
.
Linden, associate professor of history, will speak about the
current effort in China to develop a legal structure and an
educational system comparable to those of the Western world. .
· Linden toured China in 1977 and has spent several years m
study and research in Taiwan and Hong Kong. He is an associate
in research at the John K. Fairbank Center for East Asian
Research at Harvard University.
Those interested in attending the lecture should register in advance with the Division of Continuing Education.
··
Rides willleave every 15 minutes from Room 146 of the MUB
tomorrow to take students to the polls at Oyster River High
School.
Rides will be given from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.
The Students for Kennedy are offering the rides.

Gallery gets grant

By John Marini
"If you can hack it, you should
be given the opportunity," said
Dennis Hager last night at an
Eaual Rights Amendment
(ERA) forum.s
About twenty-five people
discussed various aspects of ERA
with the husband of New Hampshire spokeswoman at the
Houston ERA Convention,
Elizabeth Hager, and Cyndy
· McGovern, chairwoman of the
Strafford County National
Organization for Women (NOW).
McGovern told the group
gathered in Coos Room of the
Memorial Union Building that.
' myths are greatly responsible for
the ERA not yet being passed.
"M2ny think that mPn and

women will have to use the same
bathroom," McGovern said.
"And that's not true.
"Even if the ERA is passed it
doesn't mean women will be drafted/' McGovern said. "Congress
has always had the right to draft
women.''
McGovern said there were still
some states that treat women as
second class citizens. ."In
Georgia a couple's house belongs
to the husband, no matter who
has paid for it," she said.
Hager said, "I have two
daughters, and I would be very
annoyed if they have to go
through what some of my women
friends had to."
Many people -don't go out and
find out about ERA, according to

McGovern, ' 'so they listen to
Schlafly (Phyllis Schlafly, an opponent of the ERA).''
"NOW doesn't think that
housewife is a dirty word,''
McGovern said. But many
housewives were under ~this
misconception, she added.
A man in the audience argued

that a woman who takes leave to
have a baby is a burden to her
employer.
Women in the audience responded with references to women
who are only taking four weeks to
have a baby.
A woman in the audience called

ERA,page8

Kennedy speaks
to 500 in Dover
By Kathi Scrizzi
Senator Edward M. Xennedy
warned Saturday morning that if

infhtion <.'ontinues: , Ampr1c-Ans

will "face the greatest · economic
crisis since the ·- time . of the
Depression.,.
In a speech before a crowd of
about 500 at Dover City Hall,
Kennedy called for President
Carter to move immediately
toward price controls. A
mandatory wage and price freeze is
one of Kennedy's major campaign
platforms.
"I ask him to send legislation to
Congress now--not when the
inflation rate is twenty-five percent
in June and thirty percent in
November.
"Some say this is strong
medicine,,. Kennedy said. "It is, but
it is the last resort.,.
Kennedy said many New York
economists and the current issues

of Businessweek magazine hcl._ve
come out in support of a six-month
price freeze to control inflation.
Kennedy criticized the Carter
administrati_o n by comparing price
figures of January 1977 (when
Carter took office) to February
1980.
" Gas has gone from fifty-four
cents a gallon to a dollar twentythree · a gallon; home heating oil
from forty-seven cents a gallon to
ninety-nine cents a gallon; sugar
from ninety-three cents a pound to
a dollar sixty-nine a pound; and
hamburger from seventy-seven
cents to a dollar eighty-nine a
pound--a one hundred forty-five
percent increase.
"I say enough is enough.,.
Kennedy geared his economic
arguments toward the many
citizens in the audience, expressing
concern for the "apprehension:•

KENNEDY, page 6

Joan Kennedy and son campaign
By Laura Meade
Seven-year-old Danika Harris
stood patiently at the door,
collecting hats and coats from the
tliirty-oddguests at her home. The
excitement of having Joan Kennedy and son Teddy, Jr. visiting
never quite hit her.
"Are you excited to have two of
the Kennedy's in your house?"
she was asked.
"I don't know," she answered
quietly, shrugging her shoulders.
"Are you gonna tell all of your
friends at school about her
coming?''
"I guess so," Danika replied,
turning shyly away.
A group of about thirty faculty
members, students and friends
gathered at Associate Professor
of Zoology Larry Harris' house
Saturday afternoon. People were
chatting in small groups scattered throughout the living and
dining rooms in the house on Mill
Pond Road. There was a casual
atmosphere about the conversationsi which dealt mostly with

the upcommg presidential
primary and the guest of honor, ·
Joan Kennedy.
There were no secret servicemen around, no national
press coverage. The only way the
numerous cars lining the road
could be explained was a small
sign on the back of a van parked
in the driveway saying
"Welcome, Joan Kennedy".
Around 2:15, a curly-haired
young man, with a blue sports
coat and tan jeans, entered the
room. His lapel sported two Kennedy for President buttons. He introduced himself as Teddy, Jr.,
Uie 18-year-old son of the
democratic presidential hopeful;
His arrival surprised the hosts
as well as the. guests. Even his
mother, who arrived 10 minutes
later, was surprised to see her
son there.
The younger Kennedy moved
easily around the room, stopping
to shake hands with the guests,
conversing amiably with the
strangers about his father's

caII).paign, himself and school.
Munching on crackers and
cheese, Teddy Jr. struck up a
conversation with nine-year-old
Pele Harris.
"If I'd known you were gonna
be here, I would have brought my
little brother Patrick," he said.
"He's a real cutey. He's twelve.
How old are you?''
Pele answered nervously, but
soon the attention wavered to the
front door where Joan Kennedy's
arrival caused a stir in the crowd.
Dressed in a blue and red plaid
skirt and blazer, with a white
cowl necked sweater, Kennedy
walked around the two rooms,
stopping at each person to talk
and shake hands.,
All conversation stopped as the
senator's wife made her rounds.
She smiled continuously, clasping her hands in front of her as
. she talked~
After a brief introduction by
Harris, the two Kennedy's stood
side by side to address the group.
HARRIS, page 7

The UNH Art Galleries received its biggest gr~nt ever for an
exhibition on the White Mountains of New Hampshire.
The National Endowment for the Humanities awarded a $70,~
grant for the $107,~ project,. which will explore the changmg
perception of the White Mountains throughout the 19th century.
The exhibition will.,be mounted at UNH in _Sept~mber a_nd O~tober, and will travel to the New York Historical Socie~y ~n
December and January and to the Dartmouth College Galleries m
Museum in March and April.
.
Included in the exhibition will be town views and maps, advertisements, news1etters, promotional mater!al, sket~hbooks,
notebooks, historical photographs, artifacts, prmts, drawmgs and
paintings.
. wi"ll . l d h lf hour
In addition to the exhibition, the proJect
me u e a a film by the UNH Media Services Department, a 200-page
catalogue and four-page brochure.

The weather
There's a chance of snow today, with high temperatures between
. 25 and 30, according to the National Weather Service in Concord.
. to betw
Tonight will be clear with temperatures droppmg
een
zero and five.
.
'th
Tomorrow's for~ast calls for increasing cloudiness wi a
chance of snow.
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Rev.Jackson calls
for youth to vote
_
By Laura Meade
''We must be a sane, sober
serious generation that fakes advantage of doors opened up a
mere ten years ago," Rev. Jesse
Jackson said Friday. "And you
can't do it drunk, putting cocaine
in your membranes, pickling
your brain with liquor, putting
dope in your brain .rather than
putting hope in your brain.''
Speaking to a crowd of about
400 in the Granite State Room,
the former aid to Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. attacked the
presidential candidates for not
addrc:!'l:!'ling critical h;sue~ auu

called for youth to help get these
issues out in the open.
"This is no popularity contest,"
Jackson said. "What is at stake is
the salvation of a nation. I don't
hear the critical issues coming
through!''
Jackson said the only issues
being talked about are superficial-Reagan's age, Bush's personality.
"So what? Put all of these
issues together and stick them in
the eye of a needle with some
chewing gum and still have room
to get the thread through-it just
means absolutely nothing.
"I'm trying to communicate to
the masses of people in this area,
trying to inject into the campaign
some issues that make sense and
have substance," Jackson said.
Jackson described the election

as a three ring circus--the
Republicans on one side, the
Democrats on the other and the
media as the big top. "But the
people are locked out," he said.
Raising his voice at each new
topic introduced, the national
human rights leader lashed out
the public's general feeling
especially
youth,
towards
towards high school seniors.
"High school students must" not
be reminded of how young and
incompetent they are," Jackson
yelled, "but rather how important they are."
He cited exampJps of how som~
candidates won the presidential
election by a very narrow
margin. The number of high
school seniors alone was substantially greater than any of these
numbers.
Responding to the criticism ,
that youth today is apathetic,
Jackson said, "Students are not
apathetic. They're apathetic to
things they're not 'hip' to.
They're disinterested iil things
they are not informed about. By
and large; we are looking at more
igno_rance than apathy."
- Students aren't apathetic about
such things as disco, rock,
lowering the drinking age and
other issues which directly concern them, he pointed out.
Jackson said students should
cross the stage at graduation

JACKSON, page 5

TheRev. Jesse Jackson (Ann Morrison photo)

Prof. Voll turns tour guide
Voll and the alumni were also on the groups on the tour, I thought
~ of the Israeli. that the UNH alumni had the best
Embassy in the Egyptian capital.
arrangement there," he said.
Besides advising and directing,
Even thoogh Voll, the faculty advisor .on the Alumni Association- Voll also had some time to do his
sponsored trip, was able to attend own researching.
He went into town on his time off.
the opeJJing, he spent most of his
time in the Sheraton lobby advising "I woold try to catch up with old
friends and reporters to find out
and directing people about Egypt.
"I lived in Egypt before, so it is about the local news,'' Voll said
The most significant news item
easy for me to direct people," said
Voll, who is a noted authority on the for Egyptiaffi is the Israeli and ·
Egyptian treaty signed a year ago,
Middle East.
Each morning, the slim, dark- according to Voll. The majority of
haired prof~r w~ available for the people in Egypt thought the
ij big mistake, he said .
questioning
McGee was the landed aristocracy the hotel. at the breakfast room of treatvwas
who taught courses on the
Voll,
there, and it was thought inconquestions were about where Middle East at UNH, said there
ceivable that we could beat them. t.o '"lbe
buy something or if to buy it, how were .a lot of student demomtratiom
"Now that we've done that,;, t.o get somewhere or what to see," last year agaimt the treaty.
Sheehan, modishly dressed -in Voll said.
But. he said the majority of the
leisure suit and neck medallion,
The alumni visited pyramids, Egyptian ~l~ were not demonare
people
of
kinds
added, "all
mosques and the Sphinx. Voll went stt'?l~ "Rather, they are waiting
SILKWOOD, page 4
to visit · the old pyramids in to see what is in store fat the
.
future," he said.
Saqqara.
There were no demomtrati~
The alumni also toured the
protesting the opening of the Israeli
market place.
Voll went to see a few of his Em~, Voll said.
"By aoo large, Egyptian people
favorite m ~ .
, Voll said he was pleased with the are enthusiastically friendly
_AJ.w.nni ~tiO!) trip. "Out of all people," Voll said. -

By Lori Holmes
Last week in Cairo, John Voll was
flattened by a bus at an intersection.
Luckily for 55 UNH alumni, the
~ t e Prof~r of History only
broke his glas&!s, and was able to
~ lectures am advice during their
eight-<1ay tour ID ~gypt.

hand for the

Silkwood's attorney visits U_N H

in the China Syndrome.
By Joel Brown
"The community was sp*
The f~mily of the late Karen
Silkwood: first martyr of the anti- before the first trial," Sheehan
. nuclear movement, may receive said. "A lot of people around
as much as $21 million from there have always figured they
lawsuits against her employers (Kerr-McGee) did everything we
at the time of her death; said they did, including having a
Oklahoma's Kerr-McGee Cor- hand in her death. But Kerrporation, according to Daniel
Sheehan, chief counsel for the
family.
Sheehan was in Durham Friday
for a speaking engagement sponsored by Students Advocating
Natural Energy (SANE)--a
speaking engagement which, for
various reasons of scheduling,
was cancelled.
But Sheehan reacted calmly to
the cancellation, and found time
for radio and newspaper interviews, as well as spending much
of the morning in the SANE office
meeting students.
According to Sheehan, the first
like she did for the Student Senate.
By Lori Holmes
Silkwood suit against KerrGreig ,- Cronauer, general
The Student Senate passed three
McGee, charging them with
student organization budgets manager.'_ of STVN, said _the
negligence in allowing her and
Sunday night, after three hours of organization needed the camera
lrer apartment to be connow io improve the quality of
liebate.
taminated with plutonium from
productions.
The Student Television
their Oklahoma ·plant, where ·she
Senator Dave Caldren said
Network (STVN), the Student
was employed, was a success in
Senate and the Student Activity every organization has volunteer
Federal District Court in
Fee Council (SAFC) received help and paid help.
Oklahoma.
_ The Student Senate budget
Student Activity Fee funding.
Silkwood's three children were
After an hour of discussion passed with one amendment which
awarded $10.5 million in damages
concerning an increase in the increased the fall· senate
and $700,000 in court costs. The
budget for capital equipment, orientation line item from $100 to
suit had originally asked for $11.5
.STVN's budget of $14,454 was $200 .
million. Kerr-McGee is appealing
The $45,686 budget represents a
passed without amendment.
the decision in the 10th Circuit
The budget, an increase of$4500 $4204 increase from last year.
Court of Appeals.
Senator Jeff Stroller questioned
from last year, called for the
Daniel Sheehan, Karen Silkwood's family's attorney.
Silkwood died in 1976 when her
purchase of several pieces of the $19,100 budgeted for legal
car swerved or was pushed off an
equipment including a color services, an increase of $1100 from
Oklahoma highway. At the time
camera costing $ I 500 and a last year.
reportedly
was
Silkwood
"Is the amount of money for
· Betamax · Sony cassette desk
carrying documents detailing
costing $1250. STVN asked for a lawyers comparable to the time
dangerously inadequate safety
total of $5400 for capital they put in," Stoller said.
procedures at the Kerr-McGee
Senator Sharon Sudbay said
equipJllent.
plant that she had secretly taken
A controversial aspect of the three lawyers work four hours a
to deliver to a New York Times
know there's a woman there," said budget was a $600 increase for week. The lawyers haven't had an
reporter and a union official. No By Barbara Stevens
increase in two years, and their
There's a woman at thewomen;s · a woman student, "because she employees compensation .
documents were found in her car
..
. clinic.
record was good, she said.
Senator Buddy Carter
understands things better."
after the accident.
The SAFC budget of $12,754
That's just one of the changes at questioned whether the increase
Susan Bigonia, a registered
The second suit, soon to be
represents an increase of $1327
pressed in Federa~ District nurse with experience in family the women's clinic since the was justified.
"They are always doing from last year.
Court, asks for the same amount planning, began work three weeks mandatory health-fee was
The increase was due to theft
something to warrant this increase
instituted this semester.
of damages, , charging Kerr- ago at the Hood House clinic.
Prior to this semester it had been in compensation," said Senator insurance: according to Susan
Previously, women could only
McGee with violating Silkwood's
Wright, business manager of
civil rights, through wiretaps, consult with Gratton Stevenson, notoriously difficult for women on Jeff Stoller.
Senator Jodi Godfrey said SAFC.
break-ins, and the alleged attack the staff •gynecologist, who has campus to get a- prompt
"The MUB only insures fire, not
appomtment at the clinic because "maybe STVN should put the
been at the clinic eight years.
on her car which led to her death.
color camera to the next year."
Many women appreciate of the .small number of.staff.
Silkwood's story was adapted
She said people should volunteer STUDENT GOV'T, page 16
for the Jack Lemmon character consulting a female."lt's nice to
CLINIC, page 16

Senate approves
three SAF bud_gets

Registered nurse
joins clinic staff
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Forest Park
l4,0REST PARK
continued from page 1
tments cost $179 a month.
· Gerry Boothby, assistant to the
director of PPO&M, said since
Forest Park tenants don't pay an
energy surcharge like dorm
residents, a rent increase covers
additional energy costs.
According to Robillard, Forest
Park residents have begun conservation measures to combat
the rent increase.
The tenants hope to cut energy

c~ts ,enough to drop that figur~ rnent such as weather stripping, Forest Park tenants may cut hundred dollars a month to pay
projected by PPO&M· on current which · residents installed last back o~ renovations and repairs, for food, phone and car insuran··
but residents viewed this ce,'~ Bibbo said.
s:onsumption rates for the week, Robillard said.
Some Forest Park tenants have
· "Tenants also plan to install in- suggestion as.impossible if health
proposed budget, she said.
considered moving, but said
"We're trying to find sourceS-to sulation as soon as the materials and safety is to be maintained.
help us make this place really arrive," Robillard said.
"The rent increase is a lot of there is little affordable and
energy efficient which is hard to
Other conservation steps in- money and will affect everyone available, according to Bibbo.
do with older buildings,'' clude caulking windows, a con- at Forest Park drastically," said · "It's really interfering for the
Robillard said. "Some of these scientious use of electricity, and Kathy Johnson of the tenants tenants with their studies," said
buildings are twenty years old reducing the temperature of committee. We don't want Forest Bibbo, a full-time undergraduate.
and were not built with energy ef- water heaters.
Park to go down hill, but then we "It's just one more headache.''
ficiency in mind."
"We have. a great community don't want to be taken advantage . Robillard said "It's not a treat"
for her either.
Robillard serves as the liason ·spirit," Robillard said. "We're of either."
"No one likes it," she said. I'm
Donna Bibbo, who lives at
between the apartment tenants working hard because we know
and their manager, Nagem.
everyone has to help. It's so im- Forest Park with her two trying to do my best for myself
The Research Office and portant for everyone to do their children, said the rent increase and the other tenants. I have to
may force people like herself not cut the same corners they do."
PPO&M have orovided conser- part.
vation materials for the apartBibbo said tenants are making
''Mr. Boothby will carefully only out of the apartments, but
a conscientious effort to conserevaluate our energy figures for out of school altogether.
"It isn't feasible for people on ve.
February in early March as soon
"The only way we can combat
as the figures are available," she fixed incomes to meet this rent
the rent increase,'' she said, ''is
said. "Hopefully, we will have increase,'' she said.
made a noticeable impact on our , A rent increase of $47 would to cut consumption and prove to
figures and we m~y be able to reflect 69 percent of Bibbo's in- the University that we are
, come as rent.
serious."
amend the estimates."
"That means I would have a
In an effort to curb costs,

+ARErvou · · · ·
♦

• beWildered by multiple-

choice questions?
* confused by true/false?
* at a loss for words
on essays?
* disappo~nted with your
test results?

SILKWOOD

continued fro1n page 3

DINNER
at the Cat Nip
Special every Day.
Don't forget Sunday Brunch
11: 30-2: 30 every Sunday.

The Special Services Program
might be able to help you.
For more information about the
program's services and e_ligibility
requirements, please contact
Sarah Seder or Len Lamberti
Special Services Robinson House
862-156

43 Main St.
868-9691
lliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii-'

coming out of the woodwork in
support of us."
-The first trial ended in the
spring of last year, after 11
weeks.
"It was amazing,'' Sheehan
said. "During the first week of
the trial, the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission repudiated the
Rasmussen Report. (A widelycriticized nuclear safety study
now considered a whitewash.)
The second week, the NRC shut
down five nuclear plants because
of inadequate earthquake protection.
"In the third week, one corporation was saying their nuclear
plant didn't have to be tornado
proof because no tornados ever
struck their area, and the next
day, a twister took out a seven
mile long path near the plant.
"The fourth week of the trial,
the China Syndrome came out,"
Sheehan said with a grin. '' And
the fifth week was Three Mile
Island."

SILKWOOD, page 6

The University of New Hampshire
7TH

ANNUAL

JAZZ

FESTIVAL

Apply Now

CONCERT
UNH JAZZ BAND
D A V

I_

D

S E I L E R,

Guest

~

"Join the semester at sea ..

t

d i r e c I o r

Artists

DICK

JO H NS ON,

Sa x

& an all-star jazz combo
E D D I E
B I L L Y

M A .DD E N,

G A U D E T T E, T p t

C H AR LI E
T O M

J E N N I S 0-N,

G A L L A N T,

P n o

H U N T E R,

B a s

JO H N
L E S

T-b o n e

H A R R I S,

Bari

8

D r u m s .

Sail from Los Angeles Sept 6, 1980
and from Fort Lauderdale Feb. 3, ·1981
ortem, ~ .Asia, India, Egypt
(Sa.ea Canal) and the Mediterranean.
Eam a fuU semester of credit. Sponsored by
the University of Colorado at Boulder. Participation
open to qualified students from ~II accredited colleges
and universities. Semester at Sea admits students
without regard to color, race or creed.

coorses -

M'.oret.ban60un.tverstw
with in-port and voyage reJat.ed emphasis. Faculty
are trom leaid1ng un1VeI'Sit1e8. Visiting a.re& experts.
DI CK

JOH NS O N

use Tt)is Co'-'pon to Obtain
The FREE COLOR CATALOG

a I s o

The Se a coast B i g Band
(PLAYED

'IIVITH

DI Z Z Y

GILLESPIE)

J o h n son Th eater, PCAC
Durh a m, NH

Sunday Ma rch 2, 198 0, 8pm
Tickets:

$3

MUB

At the

Tick e t
door

: • • •••• • •.-• .. • • •• tll.JJ f.t---, ....::~: ·.• .:.'! !..!.!-! • ~• • • • • •• • • •• • • • ~~-• ; •

For further info · ! Name ...... ... .... . .. . . .. . .. . .. ~
See Student Rep ! Address ......... . .. .. . ... .. •• •• i
! City ... . .. . . . ... . ........ . .. . ... .• (
Terry Murphy
! State . . -..... : ........ Zip ._.. . . )
868-5155
!
Send to address above and semester at 1
·
sea will send you a free color catalog :
.: ... . .. ....of. ..the
spring '80 and fall '80 voyages. · :
. . .. ...... -•.. .. . .. •••.• . .•. . .• • •.•••••••••• • • •!

Offi(',.

For free color brochure, call or write: Semester at Sea, UMC 336B, University of Colorado, Boulder 80309 . Telephone toll free (800) 884-019B ( except Colorado and
California.), ( 714) 581-6 770(California.), ( 303 ) 4 9 2-5352 (Colorado) .The S.S. Universe
is fully a.ir-coruiitioned, 18,000 tons, registered in Liberia and built in America..
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· not just the poor.
stop the Russian movement in
"How can you be against in- Afghanistan.
flation and be raising the military
"li we're serious about cutting
spending in peach time,'' he off our relationship with Russia, .
demanded.
we must cut off supplies of
Jackson called for a definition phosphate and other goods,"
of patriotism. In a slow, slurred, Jackson said, "not just exploit
mocking voice he said, ''We the sports pages and mess up the
must, uh, have registration of the minds of young people.''
students, uh, because the - The Reverend said if America
Russians-are-gonna-get-us. We was being threatened and the
gotta, uh, get the students national security was in jeoparregistered."
' dy, then the draft and
Raising his voice, he said those · registration must be instituted.
in the military are prepared.
He also said the Equal Rights
They are paid to be prepared. We Amendment (ERA) and the draft
have overkill potential of 30 go hand in band. Women can't
times, he said.
demand the right to go to West
"Right now, we are prepared," Point and then refuse to go to
he shouted. "And so if you don't war, he said, again calling for
vote for registration, somehow consistency.
you don't love America? I reject . Speaking of the U.S. economy
that defin1tion. I don't reject Jackson said money was flowing
the nation, I reject that definition out of America into foreign counof patriotism." Applause from tries, rather than reinforcing the
the audience drowned out his last economy here at home. And when
worcis.
the money flows out, workers lose
Jackson also called for con- jobs, welfare and inflation grow,
sistency in our dealings with and the whole economic system
foreign countries. He said if slides downhill. He called for the
we're against the Russian in- candidates to address this
vasion of Afghanistan, we must problem with a law limiting
also be against the invasion of foreign investments by major
other foreign countries by foreign corporations.
nations. He criticized the
"Free trade and fair trade go
proposed boycott of the Olym-. hand in hand," he said, "trade
pies, saying that cancelling our
involvement would do nothing to JAC~SON, page 9

Jackson
JACKSON
continued from page 3
with a diploma-in one hand, symbolizing knowledge and learning,
and a voter registration card in
the other.
"Politicians can not wheel and
deal and control three million 18year-olds," Jackson emphasized.
"But when it comes time to
playing war games with Russia,
18-year-olds become important."
Casually dtessed in blue slacks
and a blue ski sweater, the 37year-old black leader called for
affirmative action. He spoke of
the time when blacks were held
as slaves.
"We were held hostage,"
-Jackson said, his voice edged
with emotion. "It's not too much
to ask of Americans, who ought to
be .the leaders or the tree world,
who are known as humane
people, to accept affirmative action for those who are locked
out."
He questioned the ability of
presidential hopefuls to c_reate
jobs that will help· combat inflation, welfare and despair. He
claimed the issue of unemployment has a tremendous impact on the working .people and

-t

~,-1111CaD1pus Calendai~uEsD~Y, February 25
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "Renaissance
Humanism," Elizabeth Hageman, English. Richards
Auditorium, Murkland Hall, 11 a.m.-12:3O p.m.
NHOC PRESENTATION: "Trick Skiing." Bill O'Leary, a
professional trick skier, will present ski films, demonstrate
warm-up exercises, and answer your questions on skiing.
Also, special added feature for all those who attend. Horton
Social Science Center, Room 207, at 7 p.m. Free admission.
TRADITIONAL IRISH FOLK NIGHT IN THE MUB PUB:
Featuring "Seantalam," a group of 4 native Irishmen trained
in pure Irish music. Dress for the occasion and join in the
jigs and reels. Refreshments served. MUB Pub, 7:30-11:30
p.m. 50 cents cover chagre. Sponsored by MUSO.
SOCIETY FOR WHOLISTIC LIVING PRESENTS: "Health
in a Stress-Filled World," David Levenson. McConnell Hall,
Room 306, at 7:30 p.m. Open to the public . .
UNIVERSITY THEATBR PRBSBNT5: Opening night of
"London Assura-nce," the British comedy by Dion
Boucicault. Directed by Gilbert Davenport. Johnson
Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. Tickets for UNH
students on opening night only-$2; student tickets for all
other performances $3. USNH employees and senior
citizens $3; general admission $4. Performances held each
evening through Saturday, March 1.
-

WEDNESDAY, February 27

~

-----CROSS-COUNTRY S K I S - - - Rossigno1 Waxless Package
Sitca Boot
Reg. $129.00 NOW •a9.95
All Ski Packages Reg . $32 .00 NOW '24.96

2 o 40 o/o

Trak No-Wax Package

.

NOW 99.95
Racing Skis
ALL 40% OFF
8

Reg. $134 .00

• .

Havgen SunnFjord Boot
8

OFF

Reg . $53 .50 NOW 39.59
Asnes Marka Skis ·

NOW Only 8 34.50

~ijEPlNG Si@S~
Twin Peaks Expeditu~n11~g;

. ,110.00

." ' .

.Nowt•es~so

I

, , Alpine Products S~

eg. $t tSJl8

NOW •97. 75

.. , North face King Tut

Wast175.oo . NOW •t30.00
,•:.

~

.

.,.

-----------WlNTER J~CJSETS,~__,.~---...

PARKA$.,,¥1~,TS , .

JansportRou:Ch~c.\
Reg. $75.00 NOW •s2.so
North face·0xtomTown
Reg. $90.00 NO\Yi.,69.95
Peter Storm Sweaters
Reg . $44 .00 NOW 8 30.80
Outdoor Gear 60/ 40 Parka
Reg . $!19 .50 NOW •51.00
Duofold Thermal Underwear
·

25% OFF

Women's Parkas '.
Vests
Ctose®tParkas

UTERWEAR
.·
_..__...._

.

.

Woolnch Wool Dress Shirts
Reg . $29 .50 NOW 8 22.00
, Wool rich Chamois Shirts
Reg . $19 .50 NOW 8 15.00
Wool Hats
up to½ OFF
Kombi Ski Gloves

-30% OFF

COMMUTER/TRANSFER CENTER LUNCH SERIES:
"The Hidden Costs of Nuclear Power," Richard England,
Assistant Professor of Economics. Sullivan Room,
Memorial Union, 12 noon. Free admission; beverage!
provided.
EARTH SCIENCES COLLOQUIUM: "The Use of Landsat
in Geological Mapping in Areas of Dense Jungle," Dr. J. L.
Kirwan, J.L. Kirwan and Associates, Durham. James Hall,
Room 119, from 4-5 p.m.
HUNGER BANQUET: St. Thomas More Student Center,
6:30 p.m. Speaker: Bishop William Gomes, Poona, India.
Admission by ticket only. Proceeds will be sent to OxfamAmerican, one of 4 relief organizations in Cambodia. Sponsored by Students Concerned About World Hunger.
UNIVERSITY THEATER PRESENTS: "London Assurance." Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.
USNH students and employees/ senior citizens $3; general
admission $4.

THURSDAY, February 28
UNIVERSITY THEATER PRESENTS: "Rocl<ln' Rapunzel at
the Disco Deli," an original musical for children ages 5
through 12. Performances at 10 a.m. and 11:30 a.m., Hennessy Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center. General admission $1; 50 cents for groups of 12 or more.
UNIVERSITY THEATER PRESENTS/ "London Assur
ance." Performances at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. in Johnsm
Theater, Paul creative Arts Center. USNH students am
emyloyees/senior citizens $3; general admission $4.
WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS: Michigan State, Lundholm
Gymnasium, Field House, 7 p.m. Admission $1.50 for all
students, $2.50 general admission, or Gymnastics Season
Ticket.
MUSO FILM SERIES: "Aguirre, Wrath of God," starring
Klaus Kinski, Helena Rojo, and Del Negro. Strafford
Room, Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission $1 or
MUSO Film Pass.
SPEAKERS--NEW ALCHEMY INSTITUTE: New Alchemy
is a research institute working with alternative food and
energy resources. The wind expert will be here to show
slides of the institute, to answer questions, and to speak
about wind energy. Daggett Forum Room, Dimond
Library, 7:30 p.m. Sponsored by the Solar Energy
Coalition.
SYMPHONIC BAND CONCEI~.T: Steven Norsworthy,
Director. Granite State Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean with music for dancing, 8 p.m. Open
to all; 50 qmts cover ch;irge.

FRIDAY, February 29

North Face Mountain Tent

SAVE•2s.oo

INTERNATIONAL SOCIAL HOUR: Featuring a display of
artifacts from Turkey. Refreshments served. Dean of
Students lounge, Huddleston Hall, from 3-4:30 p.m. All
UNH students, faculty; and staff are welcome. Sponsored
hv thP

T

____ UlildtrntG5 [rails

Pettee Brook Lane
Tel .
Durham, New Hampshire 03824
(603) 868-5584
Sat. 9-5, Mon.-Fri. 9-5 :30, Thurs . Eve 'til 8:30 -
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r'11Je New Hampshire (USPS'):J79;.280) is wt>Jished and distributed semi!. :

w~kly throughout the acadeni1c year. Our offices are located in Room 151
of the Memorial Union Bui1ding, UNJI, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business office
hours: Tuesday and Thursday 1 to 3 p.m., Wednesday and Friday 9 a.m. tQ 2
p.m . Academic year suL-scription: $9.00 . Third class postage paid at
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GENERAL

ClUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

FACULTY CURF PROJECTS: The deadline for sub- CITIZENS PARTY MEETING:The UNH/Durham
mitting proposals to the Faculty Central University Chapter of the Citize~• Party will have a meeting on
Research Fund is Friday, March 21, 1980. Guide)ines for
Wednesday, February 'Zl at 7:00 p.m. in Hamilton-Smith
proposal submission are available in the Research Of- 126. All interested people are welcome. New members
fice in Horton Social Science Center. If you have any are encouraged to attend.
questions, please call either Jack Lockwood or Bea
SCANDINAVIAN CLUB MEETING: Scandinavian Club
Day in the Research Office at 862-2000.
will have an informational meeting on Thursday
GRADUATE STUDENT CURF PROJECTS: The February 28 in the Merrimack room of the Memoriai
deadline for submitting proposals to the Graduate Unionat7:30p.m.
Student Central University Research Fund is Friday, BACCHUS MEETING: To be held on Wednesday,
March 28, 1980. Guidelines for proposal submission are February 'Zl at 6:30 p.m. in Fairchild Hall Lounge.
available in the Research Office in Horton Social Science BACCHUS concerns itself with promoting responsible
Center. If you have any questions, please call either drinking. Refreshments will be served so please attend
Jack Lockwood or Bea Day in the Research Office at and bring your friends.
862-2000.
TAVOLA ITALIANA: The Italian Luncheon wil be held ·
L.W.V. OFFERS RIDE TO POLLS: League of Women each Wednesday at 12:00 noon in Murkland, room 101.
Voters of Durham and Dover will offer transportation on All those in the campus community who wish to develop
Tuesday, February 26 from 12:00 noon - 5:00 p.m. For orsharpentheirlanguageskillsareinvitedtoattend.
those in need of a ride call I. Vasiliou at 868-5934 in FUTURES CAREER PROGRAM: The program to be
Durham and in Dover call J. Mettee at 749-4321.
held on Thursday, February 28 is "Selecting A Major."
CANDIDATES NIGHT: Sponsored by the League of This will begin at 2:00 p.m; in the Strafford Room of the
Women Voters of Durham and Dover. To be held on Memorial Union Building. Also, on Thursday, February
Friday, February 29 at the UNH Alumni Center at 7:00 28th Career Planning will sponsor "Exploring career
p.m. The evening will include a preview of Oyster River Options." This program will be held from 6:30 p.m.-8:30
School warrant, town warrants, and a question and an- p.m. in the Rockingham Room of the Memorial Union
swer period. Refreshments will be served.
Building. On March 3, "Exploring Career Options" will
CAFE FRANCAIS: A weekly French coffee hour will be be held from 2: 10-4:00 p.m. in the Grafton Room of the
held on Wednesdays from 3 - 4 p.m. in Murkland 101. All Memorial Union Building.
Fronch.Qpoaking s:tudents, f~t'nlty members and staff
INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES WORKSHOP: Will be
are invited to attend. The theme of the February 'nth held Tuesday, February 3i JD UJe ,·orum ROOm ex tne
gathering will be "le Musee Pompidou/Beaubourg."
Library (Floor C) at 6:30 p.m. The workshop will
PEER COUNSELING LECTURE: Sponsored by Kool- feature video tape, lecture and discussion sessions to
Aid on Tuesday, February 26 at 7:00 p.m. in the Hanover help students prepare for employment interviewing.
Room, Memorial Union. ~valuation Counseling (RC) CAREER PLANNING DROP-INS: To be held in Area I is a peer counseling program in which people learn to Stoke Hall Study Lounge on Wednesday, February 'Zl at
share effective counseling time with each other. The 6:30 p.m. This program will feature infomial sessions
·class includes discussion of basic counseling theory, for underclassmen and graduating seniors interested in
demonstration of techniques, and application of theory discussing and sharing their ideas and concerns about
to everyday life.
·
what they wil be doing after graduation from UNH.
STRESS MANAGEMENT GROUP: Counseling and !theNTE.RVIE'~C:OMME~F:.:YTF.lV ·tonTn~~J.!!
Tesang Center will sponsor tnese. meetings on '!burs- the career
umce, - HuddleS "" uJW.r
daysfrom12:00-2:00intheQ>unselingandTestingCenter, · day, FebruarY
from 2:30 - 4:30 p.m. In this
Schofield House. 1be focus will be on relaxation tech- session, students may learn of how they are
niques, communication skills and self aware~.
c9m~g acr~ during the on-cam{>US interviews.
1

again-off-again" foreign policy.
"One day Carter said it was not
acceptable to have Soviet troops in
Cuba, and Jour weeks later, he sa1d
we'd have to live with it," Kennedy
said. "How much weight will
KENNEDY
Russia give our policies on
continuedJrom page 2
Afghanistan after that?"
Kennedy's answer to foreign
with which they are forced to live.
· "Retired people, after serving a. policy questions was to "recognize
lifetime, thought their social that the American eagle has both
security would let them live out arrows and an olive branch."
Kennedy concluded by
their lives in peace and dignity. "he
said. "Now they're faced with the discussing his support for a
crucial choice of spending their National Health plan.
He said he had been supporting
money to keep the thermostat at
sixty-four to sixty-five degrees, the plan's legislation for nine years,
. buying prescription drugs, or but that for six of those years the
putting nutritious food on their country was under a Republican
administration.
table.
Kennedy cited the Canadian
"And they live with the
apprehension that they may get health · program as· an example of
how such a system could work,
sick and their whole life savings
will be wiped out for a few days in _ noting the encouraging results of a
poll that said 84% of the Canadian
the hospital," Kennedy added. ·
Kennedy then broadened his people were in favor of the
terms, stating that all Americans program.
"Dut then I don't alway& believe
look. to tfic __ fUlU[C wit.h
apprehension over home in polls," he said with a grin.
Kennedy described the high
ownership, retirement, and
continuing education-all parts of quality of the health care the U.S.
Congressmen receive in
the American dream.
Washington for which they don't
."These problems can't be
have to pay.
.answered in TV ads and radio
"And if it's good enough for
jingles and sloganeering about
members of Congress," he said,
'standing up for America'. We all
stand up for America," he "it's good enough for the people of
the United States."
observed.
In a short question-and-answer
period following the speech·,
Kennedy criticized Carter's "on.,.

Kennedy
speaks ·

·Silkwood
SILKWOOD

o·

continued from page 4
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Sheehan was adamant in his
belief. that the Silkwood legal
team will win the second ·case
against Kerr-McGee, which also
attacks to some degree the
F.B.I.'s domestic covert surveillance organization, successor
to the now-defunct COINTELPRO.
"We have the serial numbers
on the bugging equipment KerrMcGee got from the F.B.I.; we
have some of their agents' internal reports on the case. We have
a computer reconstruction of the
'accident'," Sheehan said. "But I
think they're most worried about
what we might expose about the
F .B.I. 's operation."
He also cited several examples
unearthed by the New York
Times of smear tactics against
those in congress who wanted to
look into the Kerr-McGee investigation . . ·
The Musicians United For Safe
Energy (MUSE) began as an informal group of musicians-Jackson Browne, Bonnie Raitt,
and John Hall-who got together ·
to raise money for the Silkwood
suit, according to Sheehan.
''ABC is going to make a
theatrical film on our case,"
Sheehan said. "Meryl Streep has
been signed to play Karen.
"They're really worried,"
Sheehan said. ''Two day after the
(aborted) senate investigation
began, they closed down the plant
where Karen worked. They
locked everything up and put
fourteen armed guards on the
premises, with dogs and
evervthing.
"Not even the senators conducting the investigation could get
in."

[Ef~~~i~il

lntere~ted in knowing more
about grant money for
graduate study abroad?

Come to the Advising
· Center, Room 111, Murkland
Hall. Money is avotlable but it
is always best to plan at least
a year in advance.
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New • from Vidal Sassoon·...

Harris
HARRIS
continued from paie 2
"I've had a particularly happy
day campaigning with Ted this
morning," Mrs. Kennedy said. "I
could feel that things are getting
better. He just gave a really
terrific speech.''
She said the national press,
which is usually "really cynical,"
stated that things are going well.
She said the percentage of undecided voters listed in the most
recent poll at 35 was a good sign.
"It shows that people are
thinking," Kennedy said. "It also
shows us that we am't let up."
Kennedy said two centuries .
ago, all her forebearers were
buried in Dover. "It's kind of nice
to know where your roots are.
''About the only thing I can add
to that, here in Durham, is that
they were an born in Durham ~nci
died in Dover," she added.
Everyone laughed, and she continued, smiling, "It's kind of fun
to feel like you're among friends.
That's how I feel today."
Teddy, Jr. made a few comments about his father's campaign.
"There are about twenty-five
of us in this state now," he said.
"All our aunts, uncles, cats and
dogs. But I don't want to take all
of your time to tell you about
what a great guy my father is.''
The two Kennedy's mingled
with the crowd for a while longer
before Joan left at 3:30.
Anne Valenza, the coordinator
for the Kennedy campaign in
Durham, said, "I think she'll
swing some undecided votes."
· She said the crowd's response to
the afternoon was ''very enthusiastic."
One woman was overheard
saying, ''She seems like a nice
lady-sober." .
The crown left quietly after
Joan's ~xit. Teddy Jr. joined
Harris and his wife in saying
good-bye to the guests.

Balanced Complexion Bar.
Skin Balancing Rinse
Multi-action Moisture Lotion
Multi-action Moisture Cream

UniversityTheater
1979-80 SEASON PRESENTS

"If you don't look good,
we don't look good!"

Londo1LJ Assurance_,
Dion_, Boucicaulu
THE BRITIS~ COMEDY BY

VIDAL SASSOON

DIRECTED BY GILBERT B. DAVENPORT
JOHNSON THEATER, PAUL CREATIVE ARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

e

avaHab1e at
CARE Pharmacy
51-53 Main St. 868-2280
Hours: M-S 9-6

FEBRUARY 26-MARCH 1 AT 8 P.M.
FEBRUARY 28 AT 2 P.M.

GENERAL:S4 SENIOR: S3
UNH STUDENT-EMPLOYEE/
UNH STUDENTS, OPENING NIGHT: S2
RESERVATIONS : 862-2290
DINNER-THEATER PACKAGE
AVAILABLE
.
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50 cents off these new products with this ad.
Offer good through March 1.
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TV LOUNGE
MUB

9:00 P.M.
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DO YOU NEED TO SELECT A MAJOR?

SNOW-LESS
MADNESS SALE
SELECTING A MAJOR WORKSHOP ...._

Atl winter hats, gloves, scarves,· mittens ½ price
Special group skfrts--wool blends & denim 11.99
Choose from Levi's, H.I.S. and others_!
All men's chamois shirts--reg to $17.00 now 9.99 &·11.99
Flannel shirts--reg to $17 Now -9.99 & 11.99
AU sweaters ½ price
Winter night wear½ price
Special .g roup men's shirts--reg to $17 Now 11.99 · all men's velour shirts½ price
Turtlenecks & cowls 8.99 ea. 2 for $15

Plus many other items
at madness prices!
Only 3 days left!

BODY AND SOLE
42 MAIN STREET
DURHAMN.H.

T~ursday, February 28, 1980
2:00p.m.
-S trafford Room; Memorial Union Building
--Are you undelcared and need.. to decide on a MAJOR soon?
--Do-you have a MAJOR but are _unsure if it is for you?
--Have you had four MAJORS in two semesters and are
contemplating yet another change?
--Do you wonder what sort of "job" you can get
with your MAJOR?
Are you ge1t1erally confused about your academic direction?

.,

. • Are you generallv confused about your academic_direction?
: • Then come to this MAJOR meeting on ACADEMJC MAJORS
and let us help you discover ~he right MAJOR for you.
Career Programs sponsored by:
The Counseling and Testing Center
Career Planning and Placement
The Liberal Arts Advising Center
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ERA
continued from page 2

exists."
War II the federal government
McGovern said there is also a did a lot for women, and called it
the ERA "the first .step to seeing need for more day care centers to "a special case for what has been
the world from a different per- allow the mothers to go back to done and can be done for
,
women."
spective than the white-male work.
M<;Govern said during World
po~~r structure that presently
An audience participant, Judy
Vachon, told about an interview
where she was offered a job at
; $130 per week as a switchboard
1980 Summer Session
;
and told she would have
: operator,
Loan Applications . ·
to work her way up -the ladder
the
all
having
despite
available March 1st in the
of a man, simply
; qualifications
Financial Aid Office
;
because she was a woman. The
point was, she said, "that things
;
207 Thompson Hall
are still bad out there.,,
McGovern said many women
are taking jobs for less and this is
:
Students will also need to file with
making the situation worse.
Princeton a 1980 Financial Aid Form.
Th~ 39 µionth extension whiclL

********************************~
.
*
*
!
*
*
;*
*
!
9tlc******************************~

· ,
M en
hoopsters

was given for ratification of the
ERA when it wasn,t passed by
S
June of 1978 would probably give
the proposed amendment as
much chance as a 10-year extension, she said. This was because
amendments not ratified after .
two or three years usually aren,t MEN'S HOOP
continued fro~ page 20
passed by states.
McGovern said the success of through the second · half. But
ERA "depends on who we have tournament-bound Siena came
for President:" She added that back to score five quick points
and with 9:14 left the score was
she was "optomistic."
Colleen Kilcoyne, area three tied for the 14th time.
The game was deadlocked on
coordinator, she was not sure the
three more occasions during the
·
ERA would be passed.
"I wish I could say I was sure,,, closing minutes before Dufour
Kilcayne said, "but rm not sure, put the underdog home team into
. its victory party.
and that's what scares me."

1 Free KODAK Color
Enlargement ...
3 for the price of 2.
Tt:,:' .. ·~-- ~ ia1. onte photographs
into :-~a- ··::..! color enlargements
that .•. :,i ·(X) ;._ great on any 1.vall
Just :-, ...,:3 ·:-- :s coupon 1n 1.1:1th your
Kod.:1cc>r :: 1:11 negati1.·es. color
slidt>S. cc:~·.enttonal color prints or
ins tcr .: :::-::a:s. and 1.,:ed l have Kodak make 3
same •-S!Le c•,!or enlargements for the price of
2. I ,s F~~e See us for com plete de tails.
Offer e:--.cs :-larch 12. 1980.

n-;
I
.

T&C
PHOTO CENTER

·aet
4·.

for the

Ten days..left at

priceof99 T·o Wn&:
• From 110,126 or 135 ·
·size color negatives
• Satin borderle~s prints

Campus

• Prints are dated

BECAUSE ... ·
Many transfer students have told us that they would like to get
together with and get to know other commuter transfer
students ...

BECAUSE ...

Over 1,000 people from universities all over the country
transfer to UNH each year, making this diverse worldly 2/5
of the UNH student population a generally interesting group
to get to know .. .

BECAUSE .. .
Commuter students do not have much exposure to other
commuter students and do not have a consistent
opportunity to see ~ach other...

THEREFORE ...
YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO
ATTEND THE WEEKLY COMMUTER
CAFE, THURSDAY NIGHTS BEGINNING
FEBRUARY 21st, 7:00 to 10:00 IN THE
COMMUTER LOUNGE, MUB. STOP BY FOR
A WHILE AND RELAX WITH BACKGAMMON, CARDS, CONVERSATION AND
MUSIC. BRING YOUR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, FRIENDS, AND BOOKWEARY BODIES FOR COFFEE/TEA, ETC.
ALL COMMUTERS WELCOME
If you would prefer another weekly time

for the commuter cafe, please stop
by and let us know. Sponsored by the Commuter /Transfer C~ter
rm. 136 MUB 862-3612. dean of Students Office.

a ~ a.)k. b~:

mr.

1' a-v\a

Ltu"e,J\,\f oJ\.

U . N.H.
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JACKSON

continued from page 5

that protects our interest:''
Jackson also said our interests
in the Middle East are too broad.
"We must have a new Middle
East peace policy," he said.
''There are three million people
there-all of them are potentially
our allies. We cannot forsake
them."
Although he blamed the can: didates for not addressing
critical issues, Jackson accused
the public for not making
politicians deal with the issues.
"I see you sitting back and not
forcing them to deal with the
_issues," Jackson said. "So they
say, maybe we need to o to New

·
' Ram~hire. We can't ski, but we-· Jhe_ll}tima_te.
"Suffermg br~ char~cter,
can slide. "Let us organize a third force," charact~r br~ faith_ and, ~ th~
"Not end, faith will not disap~mt, · pleaded.
Jackson
Democrat, not Republican. A Jac~on screamed1 concluding a
ovm very emotu~_~ l speech. _
force of people who . are deter, mined to be involved. A force that
will not just fight for self- centered, selfish, hedonistic
issues such as the right to drink
and the decriminalization of
Mork t.rom Ork
drugs. A great people must be a
Cold turkey, hot pastrami,
sober, sane, sensitive people."
melted SwisS, mayonnaise,
He said a government cannot
avoid suffering at all costs, · mustard, lettuce, and tomato.
because suffering and sacrifice ·
are real.
''They are too real to be considered negative," Jackson said.
"How can suffering and sacrifice
be negative when you have to go
throu h both of them to achieve

-

GORG1

Are you having troubl, knowing
what you want to do? Besides
earning money, why do you
want to work? How can you
make your past experience
work for you?
If you would llke to explore
answers le;> these questions, ·
come to:

EXPLORING CAREER OPTIONS .
.-6:30-8:30
Thursday, February.28
Rockingham Room-MUI
or
2:10-4:00 p.m.
Monday, March 3- ·
Gratton Room-MUI

p.m.

Career Programs Sponsored by:
Career Plannlng & Placement Service
Counseling & Testing Center ·
Liberal Arts Advising Cent~r

On CAMERA NEWS REPORTING
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WE NEED YOU

.

for our Wednesday noon news snow
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·See Stan Olshefski
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SLIDE SHOW AND PRESENTATION
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CLEAN MACHINE MOP

1_Ib. Bag

$.99
LADIES BRAS

$4.88
LADIES PANTIES

Styles No. 731 O and 7311

ALL SIZES

sizes 5, 6, 7 assorted

2 for

styles and colors

$3.00

$.88

-

What does it take to be a Marine officer?
It takes strength, agility, endurance,
intel l igence, moral and physical courage.
It takes desire, ~etermination and grit.'
Above all > it takes the ability to lead
ot her Ma r i nes • I n short , i t takes a
special breed of person. If you have
what it takes, we'll bring out the be~t
in you. Marine Corps Officer Selection
Officers will be vis i ting your campus to
answer questions about our officer Corps.
Qall us now if you don't want to wait at

.

(617) 223-2914.

·WE Will BE

(1~

CPWUS29EEB

Student Union ~
TheFew.TheProud.TheMarines.

~-.., .

*
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The New Hampshire's Special
New Hampshire Primary
Morning Line
DEMOCRAT
PERCENTAGE OF THE VOTE
Dana Jennings

Brendan DuBois

Carter

Kennedy

54

33

Brown

38

48

13

Carter will thrash Kennedy who is in
big trouble. Don't discount Jerry.

14

Carter whips Kennedy's you-knowwhat in his own back y ·ard, and the
ten percent margin is being merciful
to Kennedy. A win in Massachusetts
and a string of solid losses in the Solid
South won-'t help Kennedy at all. Watch Brown "retire"after New Hampshire, and come out after Kennedy
withdraws, portraying himself as the
onlv liberal Democrat.
./

Tom Lynch

51

Thanks to the US hockey team, Jimmy
pulls out a big win. The world seems to
be timing crises and hockey games
perfectly.

11

38

No matter ho much Teddy taunts him,
Jimmy just won't come out and play.

Paul Keegan

12

30

58

Why should he, with those kinds of
results? Ted and Jerry begin to look to
'84.

Joel Brown-

52

31

11

!Dennis Cauchon

59

31

10

,

Kennedy is in trouble. Brown-will do
better than expected because of the
anti-nuke vote.
The. more Kennedy campaigns, the
more votes he loses. He's been campaigning since Nove'!1ber.

REPUBLICAN
PERCENTAGE OF THE VOTE
Bush

Dana Jennings

Brendan DuBois

Tom Lynch

32

34

33

Reagan

32

Anderson

18

Baker

12

32

14

11

32

10

15

Bush is in a little trouble. New Hampshire is, after all, Reagan country,
especially up north. Anderson will
surprise. He has the momentum. Watch out in Massachusetts, Illinois anci
Wisconsin.
Bush still comes ahead, despite the
Saturday Night Fiasco, but might gc
either way. Anderson pulls ahead o
Baker, but still a close fight for third
Watch Anderson in Massachusetts anc
Illinois.
Bush didn't have that big a lead tG
begin with, and his hijinx in Nashuo
Saturday night gives Reagan the nod .
.Now that Saturday night's circus in

Paul Keegan

35

32

16

12

Joel Brown

37

39

16

14

Nashua has tarnished Bush's "nice
guy" image--perhaps permanently-the GOP race is once again a wideopen, free-swinging affair. Superior
organization still puts him over
Reagan, however, who must score
some wins early to stay in the race. All
of which bodes welllfor Anderson, who
leapfrogs Baker into third and
becomes a legitimate contender in the
eyes of the nation. Baker is still very
much alive, but Dole will ·drop out
before Massachusetts, and the other
two last-place candidates will follow
soon thereafter.
Bush blew it Saturday in Nashua: Ar
·derson is hot. Baker is weak.
careful reading of the polls, involvement in N.H. politics since 1972,
and reporting on all the candidates-except Connally--have lead to these
predictions. If the election were held a
week from now Anderson's momentum would carry him into third place.
It doesn't, however, and he will finish
fourth. The timing of the political circus in Nashua Saturday night
minimized its media coverage and
thus the damage done to Bush's cam-

A

Dennis Cauchon

37

31

11

13

paign.
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.letter s
Draft

"Who's Willing to Legalize Marijuanf' or "The Dress Sizes of the
Prospective First Ladies".
The New Hampshire is becoming
the left-wing equivalent to William
Loeb's Manchester Union Leader.
Bert Freeman
Steve Shannon
Hunter Hall

To the Editor:
I don't understand why the United
States is so upset that the Russians are
in Afghanistan. Why is it alright for
the United States to help out Pakistan
· with military forces and the Russians
can't help out their friend's To the Editor:
Afghanistan?
Doesn't it seem just a little bit
Why do we call Russia imperialistic selfish to be making all this comwhen the United States itself is the motion about registering for the draft?
most imperialistic country in the You sound as if your country had
world? In 1979 the United States gave asked you to lie down on a t>ect of hot
other countries over $850 million coals or give up your soul. President
dollars in military aid. Why is this Carter would just like the eligible
right and the Russian invasion of youth to be accounted for in case we
Afghanistan wrong?
have a national emergency'and a warI think President Carter is acting time draft is needed.
more like a Communist leader than
It seems to me that you are more
Mr. Brezhnev. He is constantly telling concerned with the drinking age than
us that the Russian news service is serving your country. This seems to
telling the countries in the Middle East be your main complaint so why dgn't
that the United States is imperialistic you redirect your energies to getting
and danl!;erous.
the drinking ~so loworc;>d? Oh, you
Also, that the United States is their couldn't do that; then you wouldn't
enemy. How do we know he is telling have an excuse to oppose registration.
the truth? Could it be the other way
If that doesn't grab you then why
around, is President Carter misinfor- don't you protest the Soviet invasion of
ming us of Russian activities to make Afghanistan and the brutal execution
them look bad?
of their citizenry? Still, if that doesn't
Who is telling us the truth? Actually evoke feelings of anger and comthe Russians would be right. The only passion, then how about crying out
reason we associate with the Miarue against the total disregard for human
East countries is for their oil. We are rights inside the Iron Curtain? Oh, I'm
using them. We are their enemy. We sorry, you don't care unless the issue
tell them that if they don't sell us oil affects you personally.
we're going to invade their country
I assume you-are ~ student, just as 1
and take over the oil fields. This is am. Obviously you don't appreciate
President Carter's fault. He is that privilege and everything else
aggravating the Middle East. They this country has to offer. Life is not a
live in fear of a United States attack.
one way street.
In concluding I say give back the
It hurts me to have to. remind you
Shah, stop United States imperialism.
that someone died at Iwo Jima so you
Give us an honest president. Gtve me
could sit around smoking, drinking,
Lyndon LaRouche or give me death.
and protesting draft registration.
counHe is the man we need to set our
What I'm telling you to do is to put
try straight. Instead of blaming the things into proper perspective.
to
Russians let us accept fault and try
I hope one of those "shaky-handed
improve ourselves. I am sure you feel old men" from down at the VFW who
Lyndon
the same way; that is why
"get to drink as much booze as they
LaRouche will be our 40th president.
want" comes down to your office and
Michael Buotte chews you out. He already fought for
his country, and if there is another war
then his son is going to do the same.
To the Editor:
sir, they want to see their sons
We feel that one week before the getYes
killed on "T.V. in living color".
primary it is cheap yellow journalism Maybe
you shouldn't drink while you
to tell the University community to
because it
vote against those candidates who are write your editorials,
in favor of registration fo?," ~e_araft. shows.
Mark Scarpato
Your ecntorial stances are remarkably
similar to the pro-life activists.
Registration is only filling out a
piece of paper and taking a few
minutes of your time. You can't judge
a candidate by one issue in a political
Editor:
race. Why don't you look past your ToAthe
vote for Jerry Brown is a vote for
nose and registration that effects you
Carter. Jerry is only a spoiler. I betoday and discuss important issues
lieve his p~se in running is to keep
that will effect you in years to come Kennedy
from winning eignt years in
like unemployment and inflation.
the White House. In 1988 Brown will
Your editorials sound like child-like not
be Governor of California and will
,tempeF tantrums. If "Draft Reglack that platform from which to camistration is Not the Answer," and
paign for President. He prefers four
you are so adamant in your feeling,
more years of Carter.
then what is?
Four more years of betrayal of CarHow can anyone say that the
ter's 1976 campaign promises, of inRussian invasion of Afghanistan is not
·
flation and incompetence.
a threat to our and the world's
I see Carter as nothing but a
security? How can we continue to apwolf
Republican
Georgian
pease Russia when they invade other
masquerading in Democratic sheep's
countries, violate human rights, and
clothing.
impose internal exile on their own
Frances Taylor
people who disagree with the country's
policies?
To the Editor:
Registration is a signal to the
As a volunteer for Philip Crane for
Soviets telling them that we aren't
president, I would like to thank l!TNH
going to stand around and let them do
for th&ir cooperation in allowing us to
whatever they want.
the . acquaint the students with our canto
opposed
Everyone
didate.
registration is screaming that it
We appreciate all the assistance that
violates their constitutional rights, but
made Congressman Crane's visit on
in Russia they don't have rights - and
campus a success. We also appreciate
you couldn't even write your absurd
the good write-ups in the New Hampeditorials. Why is it that everyone is
shire on his visit. However, a couple of
so paranoid over Viet Nam?
things relative to his visit have really
We also find it down right appalling
bothered me. As a very patriotic
the way that you characterized the
citizen, Phil Crane always requests
VFW. If it wasn't for them during WW
that a meeting where he is to speak be
II we could be under a fascist regime
opened with a salute to the flag by the
right now and I'm sure you would apaudience.
preciate that. They've served and
The capable young man who opened
fought for our country and now it is our
the meeting was noticeable emturn.
barrassed when requesting the
Your reasoning why we shouldn't
audience to salute the flag.
register - well if we can't drink, why
A slight titter was heard among the
should we fight - shows your irresponstudents and some obviously did not
sibility and priorities. We're quite
know it. Then when the meeting was
surprised you haven't gotten into
written up in the paper it stated that
writing editorials and articles about
the "speech opened with the recitation
serious prim~ry election issues µke

Primary

of the nationalanthem."
Has our educational system fostered
the idea that it's "strange" to salute
the flag even to the point that some
college students fail to know the difference between our National Anthem
and the flag salute?
The young man wno openea the
meetin~ obviously had leadership
responsibilities on campus ano
demonstrates leadership abilities
which will undoubtedly be used after
graduation.
Here were adult students, some of
whom didn't know the pledge of
allegiance to our flag, tittered at the
suggestion to use it, and dido 't know
the difference between the pledge and
our National Anthem!
To me this represents a sad commentary on the requirements of our
educational system which is training
our future leaders. I shudder to think
of our country's future!
Evelyn Weller
To thP F.nitnr·

Democratic candidate Jerry Brown
is opposed to the Seabrook nuclear
power plant, right? But so is Senator
Edward M. Kennedy. What's more,
the Senator has also endorsed the
Campaign For Safe Energy Platform,
supports full scale development of
renewable energy resources and is
heartily opposed to the draft and draft
registration, positions that Jerry
Brown shares with him.
So what's the difference? Plenty.
First of all, Senator Kennedy has
gone further with the Seabrook
nuclear power plant issue in that he
has called for a coal conversion plan
for the Seabrook site.
Secondly, Senator Kennedy's energy
plan not only emphasizes alternative,
renewable energy sources, such as
hydro, solar, wood, and fuel alcohol, to
a major extent, but also includes incentives to encourage_ a strong
energy conservation program.
These incentatives include tax
credits for wood stoves, rebates for
upgrading residential efficiency, industry subsidies for conversion to
energy efficient processes and low interest loans to commercial building
owners for increasing energy effiency.
He co-sponsored the $100 million Solar
Research, Development and Demonstration Act of 1974, which included his
amendment to create the Solar
Energy Research Institute.
He co-sponsored the Home Heating
Assistance Act to give fuel assistance
to low income people and the elderly.
He introduced the Energy Productivity Act of 1979, the m9st aggressive
energy conservation program ever offered, aimed at cutting our oil imports
by half.
Thirdly, Senator Kennedy has
always opposed the peacetime draft
and draft registration, whereas Jerry
Brown has been inconsistent on the
question of registration. Less than a ·
year ago, he declared to a group of
students at Georgetown University
that every young American male
should be required to do a hitch for his
country and thus supported manda tory___na tional service, including
military service. Now he has turned

Reporters

about letters
The New Hampshire accepts all responsible letters to the editor

and prints them as space ·allows, but ~nnot guarantee the..~ -~·

clusion of any letter.

,

All letters must'be typed, double spaced and a maximum of 500
words in order to be printed. All letters are subjected to min~r'
editing. Final decisions on letters are the editor's.
Mail letters to: The Editor, The New Hampshire, Room 151,
,Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824

the plummetting economy and energy
needs, and has the strengths and
stability to take necessary action when
change is needed. We need a president
who will not shift the responsibilities of
the country's problems completely on
to the shoulders of its citizens, but will
fight to correct them. We need a
president who will consider us, as
adults and students, an important
segment of the voting population. W~
need ·a president who is not afraid to
come out and face voters during
troubled times.
There is such a candidate running on
the Democratic ticket in this New
Hampshire primary. An 18-year
veteran in dealing with Congress, I
daresay he could overcome many of
the problems that our present leadership seems to constantly encounter
with Congress. As a United States
senator, he spoke out against the Viet
Nam war, sponsored the 18-year-old
voting law, worked for increased
financial aid for college students such
as ourselves. had the hi~hest environmental voting record of any U.S.
senator last year; is a constantly
strong and supportive advocate of the
Equal Rights Amendment and has
done more for the rights of minorities
and the elderly than any other senator
in this country today.
As a person, he has remained strong
and stable through more personal
hardships than most people could expect to encounter in 10 lifetimes. unen
voters. will refer to the Chappaquiddick incident as a indication that this
To the Editor:
A recent University presidential candidate could not hold up under inpoll, conducted by the Political scien~e tense pressures. But look at the other
department and Professors David pressure situations that this candidate
Moore and Robert Craig, collected has endured, and they will speak for
statistics which placed President themselves.
As a candidate, he is open, explicit,
Jimmy Carter ahead of Senator Edward M. Kennedy by 18 points. A com- tireless and unafraid to speak his mind
patible New Hampshire survey of in any crowd. And as the next
UNH students showed Carter leading President of the United States, he
would strive to untangle the web of
Senator Kennedy by 17 points.
The results of these polls seem to in- problems that our present leadership
dicate that UNH students and New has managed to weave during the past
Hampshire residents are favorable four years.
The man that we need in the White
towards the leadership in this country.
Does this mean that voting New Hamp- House for the next four years is not
shire residents also favor the leader- Jimmy Carter. He is Senator Edward
ship qualities of an incumbent who has M. Kennedy. As adults we can see that
allowed inflation to rise threefold since his stands on the economy, foreign
1976, who has instituted a plan for draft policy are plausible solutions to the
registration that was termed "redun- country's problems. As students we
dant and unnecessary" by the Selec- can feel the effects of his intense contive Service in a recent report to the cern with young Americans - the 18White House? Does this mean that year old vote, opposition to peacetime.
draft and a two year moratorium prothey support a man who promotes
nuclear development despite his posal on licensing and construction of
deeming it "a last resort" in 1976; and nuclear power plants.
As voters, we can do something
who doesn't even have the courtesy to
about it. Ted Kenneqv needs your
come up to New Hampshire to discuss
the issues, let alone to this university votes today.
who has seen and heard every other
Mary Anne Bresnahan
major candidate?
Co-coordinator
This primary seems to me to be the
dents for Kenned
ideal time for New Hampshire citizens
to play a significant role in replacing
an ineffective leader with one with the
ability to do the job correctly. We do
not need four more years of constantly
rising fuel prices, hazardous nuclear
wastes, impending war threats and
empty unfulfilled promises.
What we do need is a leader who opposes peacetime draft registration,
proposes sensible, feasible solutions to

aroun!i to speak out against the draft.
What will Jerry Brown say if he ever
makes it to the White House?
The fact is that he will never get that
chance. Although the California
governor and the Massachusetts
senator do align themselves on several
issues, Jerry Brown has little or no
chance of receiving the Democratic
nomination. He is a politician that
represents a wave of future politics,
politics that is not going through
crises such as the ones this country
is facing today.
But 1980 is four or even eight years
too early for Jerry Brown. Senator
Kennedy is the only candidate that can
win the nomination away from Jimmy
Carter. He came with three percent of
beating the President in the Maine
caucus. If the safe-energy, anti-draft
vote had not been split two weeks ago,
we would already have a candidate
who can replace the President's
hazardous, wasteful energy policies
with safe efficient energy.
Is a vote for .Jerry Rrown worth four
more years of nuclear promotion,
draft registration, runaway inflation
and foreign policy failures of Jimmy
Carter?
A vote for Jerry Brown is a vote for
Jimmy Carter.
Vote for Senator Edward M. Kennedy in today's New Hampshire
primary.
Eileen Findlay
Jody Mooradian
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WUNH radio means more than music

By Laun Meade ·
."Je're short stories! Give me
thr.,ee more state and local!"
~Oh no, the W's are broken on
the A.P."
"It's rip and read on sports
again. No one's here to rewrite."
"Are the tapes cued?"
When the disc jockey's voice
comes over WUNH radio
, announcing that news is coming up
next, everyone in the news room
cringes. The pressure ofa deadline
consumes everyone involved in the
news broadcast.,
At 4:45, the news anchor goes on
the air. In fifteen minutes, the
sweat and tension of producing the
news is forgotten in a kind of anticlimax.
To most people, the 4:45 p.m.
WUNH news broadcast is nothing
more than a brief news -summary
read by a disc jockey. But to a
group

of 2pproxini2tely twenty

basically the same types of news
Above the machine is . a shell
stories _ are cons"tantly being
'pe(,Jj>le receive through television, with. baskets on it. Each basket is . upd~ted and new stories added.
niwspapers and other radio la~ed as to the stories it should
For, this reason, a constant check
stations, each broadcast must contain. The first person in the
of the AP must be taken. The
contain a unique twist.
newsroom rips the list of stories
machine is continuously ticking
The different qualities of from the machine, and begins to
away, providing new bits of crucial
broadcasts, which make them ~ read each one. Every story must be
information
stand out from competitors, takes quickly read and sorted into
Due to time limitations imposed
the combined effort of members of different piles which correspond to by the very natur_e of radio,-only a
thenewsteam.Eachfifteenminute geographic regions (i.e. local,
certain number of stories can be
broadcast takes a minimum of state,New England, national and
reported. These must be as short
three hours of work from each international), sports or weather.
and informative as possible, to give
team member, not including time
Once stories are sorted,
listeners a broader spectrum of
spent doing on-the-scene reporting members of the team choose what
what's going on. Inevitably,
and interviewing. There are also they want to write about and
certain stories and facts will be
five, five-minute broadcats daily, collect stories pertinent to their omitted.
which require a good deal of work. category. Then the rewriting
"You have control over what
Preparations for the 4:45 report begins.
you want to report," Sue Benedict,
begin at 1:45, when the first
Many stations read the news a senior communications major
members of the team straggle into exactly as it comes over the AP said. "YOU really have control over
the barren news room at the wire. But at WUNH, each story is the news. It's kind of like
WUNH radio station.
rewritten to condense it and make editorializing."
Three grey and white Olympia it more familiar to the Durham
By 4:00, stories on the AP begin
typewriters line the table which area.
. coming fo faster. The clicldng of
,son•o,s

""

community

dc;,1..

A

students, each broadcast rickety old saw horse provides
represents long hours of hard work seating for two typists. One
for members of the daily four- member of the team gets the
person news teams.
editor's deak, complete with a real
These students are enrolled in chair, but on a first-come firstCommunications 69SA, better serve basis. At least one writer is
known as Writing for Broadcast forced to stand, · at least
news. In this course, interested temporarily.
students get a unique opportunity
The rhythmic tapping of the
to work outside the classroom, Associated Press machine drowns
learnin~ news broa4casting 'by the faint strains of music filtering
producing on-the-air broadcasts.
through speakers in the room. A
Gene Franceware, himself a tangle of paper, sometimes up to
veteran broadcaster, is the -twenty feet long, lies snake-like at
instructor. However, since the base of the machine, attached
learning takes place by doing, by a roll of paper on which a
Franceware acts mostly as advisor. electric typewriter ·prints the story.
During weekly. individual The news from AP comes directly
conferences, Franceware critiques into tbe newsroom, providing a
e;,.ch student on performance~The life-line of sorts between a small,
news editors at WUNH do the· campus-based, radio station and
actual instructing. -· the happenings of the rest of the
While radio newscasts contain world.

'W'bile three writers are Dusy

with state and local, world and
national and sports and weather,
the fourth team member is busy in
a separate room, working on the
engineering aspect of the
broadcast.
Engineering includes taking
actual sound cuts, or actualities,
from tapes and prep~ring them to
be used in the newscast. This
means cutting, or editing, parts cjf
the tape to meet the writer's needs.
It involves going through each
reel-to-reel tape to discover the one
statement or quote which will sum
up the story. The engineer then
must get the tapes set up for the
actual broadcast.
Meanwhile, the other members
are . busy rewriting their stories.
Local stories, covered first-hand
by reports, may be pre-written and
re=\dv for deli_\'.~~• but wire-service

Laurie Sharon, Steve Duffy, and Susan :Uenedict prepare the news for WUNH. (Jonathan Blake
photo)
·
.
·-

die lllct~hiue

never ..ceases, anO tne

noise provides a harmony' to the
clattering of the typists. Piles of
stories form in front of each writer,
and team members are constantly
checking their stories against the
. latest bulletins coming over the
wire.
At 4:30, the news anchor enters
the newsroom. "Fifteen minutes
left. Let's get going."
"The pressure of deadlines is
hard," Laurie Sharon, sophomore
news director said. "This is no(a
lazy man's field. The pressure is
incredible! There are so manv
times that you just have to take a
deep breath and tell yourself that
it's all right and you11 still make
deadline."
Finishing touches are added to
stories, and last minute corrections
are inserted. At 4:40, the anchor
gathers the stories in his script and
leaves for the broadcasting booth.
hi the soundproof room, he dons
headphones and adjusts the mike
while waiting for a cue from the
disc jockey in the next room.
As the final notes of the song
fade away, the anchor starts his
delivery. Connected to the
engineering room by a plate glass
window, the anchor signals the
engineer on when to . play the
actualities he has prepared.
There are three breaks d y.ring

the newscast, two for public service
announcements and one for
commercials . . Fifteen minutes ·
later, it's all over. All the work and
worry of producing the cast is .set
aside until the next news team
starts the process over the
following day.
"The best part is, once it's done~
it'sdone,"Sharonsaid."Yougeta
break. It's not really a job you take
home with you."
Each of the daily five-minute
broadcasts are produced by
individual students in the class.
The radio station provides no news
other than that covered by the
.c..la,_s...s.,._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

"YOU really have
·
/
h
,,
COntro OVer t e news.
By constantly changing places
within the . news team and by
producing the five-minute spots,
students become proficient in all
aipects of broadcast journalism.
Franceware attempts to get every
student "cleared for air", so they
can announce their own
broadcasts.
GeneraI Manager for WUNH,
John Palmer, sees the major
problem in having a class produce
the news broadcasts is lack of
experience and technical
knowledge. He'd also like to see
more local stories covered, rather
than depending on the wires for
other news coverage.
By the end of 'the semester,
students must prove their
knowledge by producing a fifteen
minute broadcast alone or with
one another. In this way, skills
developed over the semester can be
evaluated during individual
performances.
Despite the pressure, students
manage to get the news out, five
times a day, five days a week. Few
would guess that each news
broadcast represents just one day's
assignment for a class.
"There isn't a better feeling in
the world," Sharon said, "than
seeing the end product come out
right. It's wonderful!"

features,etc.

A.nother song and dance

What I did Jor love in three minutes
By Sza Cornelius

minutes was strictly enforced.

Auditions are characterized by
various symptoms which all actors experience. Anxiety and
nervousness top the list. At my
audition on Saturday I developed
a longer list of peculiar attacks.
These included a tightness of
the throat (making it a major accomplishment to sing or talk),
twitching of facial muscles,
spasms of body, and loss of
memory. Plus an uncontrollabl~
urge to drink.
These symptoms hit your
average actor usually three days
before the audition ~d continue
~ to the minute you face the
judges. The loss --c>T -memory
remains throughout the presentation.
The audition cost was ten
dollars. A resume with a photo
was required two weeks in advance. The time limit of three

girl has learned to do is hiccup.
Not only that but she walks wi~ a
spasm, croaks, and her face twitches.
h t
The judges only know w a
they see. If they see a geek, they
presume that's your character.
Since it was suggested by th~e
in charge to do two contrast!ng
pieces, I chose two contrasting
pieces; an uptempo song a~d a
dramatic monologue. Friday
ni_ght I was satisfied w~!h my .
song -,,Wherever He Ain't," from
Madk and Mabel. Friday night
at 11:48 I was desperately trying
to rewrite my monologue. I had
this unique idea that I could better Dorothy Parker's script. I
was glad Dorothy Parker was
dead. I was beginning to wish the
same of myself. - - -- At 10:45 I walked into the
brownstone on Brimmer Street
which housed the auditions and

· The New England Theatre Three minutes to show off your
Conference held preliminary personality, your training, the
auditions for sum mer theatre years of voice and dance lessons,
jobs this past weekend at and many acting clas~~- TwenEmerson College in Boston. ty-one years I've liveaand I have
About eighteen UNH Theatre three minutes in which to con~
majors participated in the dense my life?
_
hopes of securing a place in ' -wliat 1r ·1- get the hiccu~?
Twenty-one years old and all nus
the finals to be held in March.

was accosted by -one ·hundred
singers, dancers and imitators.
Visions of ''One Flew Over the
Cuckoos Nest." I thought I had
taken a wrong turn and was at
Mass General. ·
No. People were dashing
around in tap shoes with librettos, resumes and scores clenched
in their fists. I had arrived at the
right place.
Roughly 40 minutes to go
before D Day. I was a kamikazee
pilot and this was my last
mission. Your job is to conquer
New England and hit Broadway.
Why? For the love of your country. But sir, I don't care about my
country, I want to act. Then do it
for the Gripper.
Something hit my shoulder and
a girl with a magenta danskin
with satin. shorts breezed by
r~llin_g___!!trough h~r: fuscia }!ps.
," I've never loved you and I won't .
let you use me this way, Harry.

-11: 20 and they were calling mf
name. I hurried, almost trippec1
up the flight of stairs ~o R:oom ~Past the girls primping m
mirrors, past the men jumping
up and down in place and found
twelve people ahead of me in line.
I felt like one head in a herd of
cattle.
The door to Room 3 opened and
out paraded a man dressed in
green shorts with a paper bag
over his head juggling three
oranges. He was singing, "Oh
God I need this job, I really need
this job, please let me get this
job!" from A Chorus Line. And
I had to follow that act?
I did and found myself in a
cavernous auditorium facing
three unsmiling judges. I was
told not to announce myself; they
had my folder. I grunted. Good
first impression. I began my
monologue. I'd forgotten my prop
which was a glass, which was of
Go get yourself another whore!"
· course essentia1so7 used my
"Uh, excuse me," I tried ex- · cupped hand. Halfway through I
plaining, "I think you've got the
reafized my idass had shrunk to
wrong persori."
the size of a thimble. Simul"Great!"
she
shrieked.
'1:aneously all three judges
"You've made me lose my
ducked their heads and wrote, I
character! I'll never find her
imagined them writing "hand is
a2ain," and stalked off.

too large for glass. Or, thimble.is
too small for hand.'' I continued
drinking out of my . fist.
Somewhere a voice said, the
show must go on.
By the ena of my monologue
the faces of the judges had
changed from unsmiling to
glaring. Probably mourning the
death of Dorothy Parker.
I began my song. Trying to
overcompensate
for
my
mediocre monologue I belted my
highest note double forte. It
reverberated off the walls,
ricocheted off the ceiling and
came crashing back to my ears,
breaking them. I saw the judges
cringe. From unsmiling to
glaring to wincing faces. I had
accomplished all this in just under three minutes. No one could
say that I didn't make an impression.
I had managed to control most
of my symptoms up till this
moment, now I was about to
satisfy the remaining urge. Go
out and get drunk. As I walked to
the bar a question kept revolving
through my head. WHY? And a
kamikazee pilot answered, for
the love of acting.
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A once-in-a-lijetime debut
In the spring of 1967, which happened to be the
beginning of the Boston Red Sox' Impossible Dream-and perhaps the best season in Carl Y astrzemski's
career-there was another illustrious career at its bud·ding stage in New England.
Everybody remembers the Red Sox and Y az back ·
then, and why not? The Sox captured the American
League pennant and Yaz brought baseball's Triple
Crown to Boston. But only a few, if there are any at all,
remember the career of two 'eight-year-old third graders
from Laconia, New Hampshire.
It's not that the enthusiasm for the Red Sox overshadowed the success of this young duo. Tragically,
they achieved virtually no success. Their career started
and ended in one afternoon. Short, but sweet.
It was on a spring afternoon in 1967, while thf> RPil
Sox were still in Winter Haven, Florida, loosening up
their throwing arms in pre-season training, that my
brother aI_td I_, the Landroche Twins (as we were called)
made our singing debut on New Hampshire television's
number one after-school children's program, "The Uncle
Gus Show."
We went to school as usual that morning. We walked.
There was no chauffer-driven limousine or press bus
following us. We weren't celebrities... yet In fact,
besides the pep talk from our mother before she left for
work, nobody seemed too excited about our big break
into "the biz."
As for my brother a..:-td I7 We were just as excited
about getting out of school early so we could get to. the
show as we were about being on the show itself.
The mornj_ng went by. After lunch, Miss Reid, our
teacher, made the big announcement. "Boys and girls," ·
she said, ·"Pat (my brother) and Mike (me) are going to
be singing on the Uncle Gus Show this afternoon."
From then on, we were celebrities.
All of our classmates looked at us with awe and wanted to be our best friends. All except Earl. Earl had been
on the "Major Mudd Show" the year before and thought
that Major Mudd could beat up Uncle Gus any day of
the week.

I disagreed.
. Waving good-bye to the rest of our classmates, my
brother and I left for home ... still waikinJ!:. There we
washed and changed into matching pairs of grey pants,
white·shirts, black ties, anc:l the keenest (to steaf an expression from the times) sport coats I had ever seen.
They were purple with wide lapels and a little gold crest
on the right breast pocket.
With matching whiffle hair cuts we looked like
something out of "Boy's Life." We were cool.

When it was time we lett tor Manchester, the big city
and New Hampshire's counterpart to Hollywood. Our
aunt drove us in her 1964 Rambler. There would be time
enough for a real chauffer after we became a hit.
All the way to the studio my brother and I rehearsed
the song we would sing:
Don't know much about history.
Don't know much about biology.
Don't know much about science books.
Don't know much about the French I took.
And each time we got to the part,
"But I do know that I love you,"
we would blush.
At that time, "love" wasn't quite accepted in grammar
school lingo. It was like "pregnant." They weren't dirty
words, but any eight-year-old kid with a whiffle really
had no reason to use them. So we blushed.
After al?out nineteen renditions of the song, we
reached the city. There was no doorman waiting at the
entrance of the television building.
Everything in the WMUR studio reminded me of what
I always thought big time show business was all about:
the bright lights, the television . camera, and the little
pot-bellied man running around, yelling, "Places
everyone I Places everyone!"
All the little -kids went into the- studio and sat" down in
the w~den chairs next co Uncle ~us' desk. Since my
brother and I were going to sing, we sat in the front row.
My aunt watched through a glass window, in an outer
room, along with the parents and friends of the other
kids in the studio.
It was just a matter of time before we hit the big time,
I thought. I imagined the Landroche Twins on a gigantic
stage, singing, "But I do know that I love you," without
blushing. There would be a cheering audience, including
our third grade class back in Laconia, with Earl sitting in
the front row.
It was then that I realized how small the WMUR
studio actually was. It was just a box. I was insulted that
I would have to begin my qrreer this low, but resolved
myself to the fact that even the Herman's Hermits 'must
have started in a similar place.
Uncle Gus entered the studio through a back door. He
looked fat, much fatter than on television. I wondered if
Major Mudd really could beat up Uncle Gus any day of
the week.
He introduced each little kid in the studio, royally
botching the pronunciation of my last name.
But after that the show flowed smoothly. We played
Simon Says, watched a few Popeye cartoons and played
th
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Uuring each commercial, Uncle Gus would smoke
two q@I~ ~ ~ wiJdly hebe we amE bade m
the air. I was amazecthow he could time his cigarettes
and coughs so perfectly.
Finally, just after the second commercial, Uncle Gu~
said, "And now, we have two little guys who want to
sing us a song."
Now it's true that my brother and I weren't that big
back in the third grade, but this was not the sort of introduction I had expected.
We walked up to the microphone.
"What are you going to sing for us, Pat and Mike7" he
said.
"Don't Know Much About History7" I said.
"-Can't say as I've ever heard that one," he said.
"It's rock and roll," I said. I felt cool.
"Weill" he said, ·1ookin~ into the camera. "Pat and
Mike are going to sing a rock and roll song for us."
In the meantime, my brother was acting very shy, not
saying a word or even looking into the camera. I had no·
problem looking into the camera, and felt myself in-·
tellectually superior to Uncle Gus, so conversation was
no problem.
"Well let's hear it," Uncle Gus said:
My-brother looked at me, so I started singing, "Don't
- know much about history ... " Pat followed, but singing
weakly. About halfway through the song he stopped
singing and started strumming an •ginary guitar. His·
right forearm went up and down and his fingers scratched the front of his sport coat.
I nudged him, but he wouldn't stop. It was definitely
notcool.
We continued the song, me singing and my brother
strumming. When we finished, nobody clapped. I could
see my aunt slamming her palms together, but because
the studio was sound-proof, I couldn't hear her. It was
just as well.
Trying to hold back a chuckle, Uncle Gus thanked my
brother and I for the entertainment. I felt like yelling into his little microphone, "Uncle Gus is a chain smoker!"
But I didn't.
My brother and I sat back down in the front row. I
elbowed' him for strumming his stupid guitar. · He punched me in the leg.

But 1967 wasn't a total loss. The Red Sox went on to
win the pennant that year. Carl Yastrzemski batted
.326, with 120 RBI'S and 44 home runs.
The two eight-year-old third graders from ·Laconia,
New Hampshire were driven home from the biK city in
their aunt's Rambler. They waited for a while, but NBC
never called them. Neither did CBS or ABC.
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London Assurance to preview tonight
'' London Assurance'' is the
UNH theater department's
latest production. It will be
performed at 8 p. m. Tuesday
night through Saturday night
(with an additional matinee
performance on Thursday afternoon) in the Johnson
Theater of the Paul Creative
Arts Cente. r
By Kathi Scrizzi
Though the UNH Theater
department tries to undertake a
dramatic schedule with as much
variety for its students as
possible, director Gilbert Davenport admitted that a show from
the Restoration period hasn't
been done here since 1960.
"It's because we approach
them with fear and trembling,"
he grinned.
He termed ''London Assurance," by Dion Boucicault, a
"Restoration Comedy"--from the
era that provided theater-goers

with "She Stoops to Conquer"
and "School for Scandal."
"London Assurance" is a highsty le, classical comedy--a
comedy of manners," Davenport
explained. "But Restoration
Comedy is in many ways more

difficult than Shakespeare to
stage.''
He noted the type of characters, the various accents, and
the sometimes "artificial"
language as a few of the
problems he faced as director.
The script, written in 1841 when
Boucicault was 19, also did not
provide any stage directions explaining what the actors should
do. "There you are with a script
and a bare stage," Davenport
remarked.
Boucicault wrote the script in
one month, in an attempt to attract audiences and save the
Covent Garden Theater in London from extinction, according to
Davenport.
The show centers around Sir
Harcourt Courtly, an aging dandy (Scott Severance) and his attempts to increase his holdings
by marrvi.mz the 19-vear-old niece
and ward Grace (Lee Mill.inazo) of
his friend Max Harkaway (Mark
Schoening).
By chance an opportunist
named Dazzle (Tom Shanley)

gets himself invited to Max's
country estate and takes Sir Harcourt's son Charles (Joel
Murray) with him. Charles and
Grace meet, fall in love, and
Charles enlists the help of Max's
charming neighbor, Lady Gay

Spanker (Donna DeSanto) in a
scheme to win Grace and trick
his father.
The UNH cast of 13 is working
with a slightly revised script that
the Royal Shakespeare Company
used in its revival of the show in
1970. Davenport made . further
changes by converting three
minor male roles to females in
order to utilize the UNH theater
department's talents more effectively.
Davenport also pared down the
grandiose rooms of the Courtly
and Harkaway estates to two
simple sets, ''in the interest of
·
economy.''
The elaborate costumes were
designed to fit the 19th century
period after extensive research
by student designer Lisa Larson,
according to Davenport.
The play didn't save the Covent
Garden Theater, but it launched
Dion Boucicault on a . prolific
career--over 240 theatrical
works, including original scripts,
novel adaptations: and musicals.
But '~London Assurance" was the

earn

him

professional attention
critical acclaim.

and

first

show

to

Joel Murray and Lee Millinazo in London Assurance. (Bot
Cardin photo)
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Swimmers lose to UConn
SWIMMERS
continued from page 19
· In his final dual meet, senior
John Caldwell sparked the match
with a career best performance on
the three meter board. He
improved his prior top score by
18.7 points to claim first in the
event.
. Caldwell, who has been plagued
by ;s hin splints all year, qualified
for' the New Englands in this
season's first meet, although his
legs will permit no more than a 45
~inute pra~tice every other d3:y.

"When my legs start to buckle the
coach tells me to go home," said
Caldwell.
Dejectedly Caldwell who
finished .seventh in last year's New
Englands commented, "I wish I
could practice more so I'd be able
to compete better with the top
,divers'in New England. I just hope
_my legs hold together."
"He (Caldwell) deserves a lot of
credit," said UNH diver Brett
Cherrington.

The 400 yard medly relay team
of Jeff Growney, Fred Ludvigsen,
Mike . McGuirk and Ed Landry
'kindled team psyche by scorching
the nine-year-ohl school record in
the event.
According to Helies, the
Wildcats hope to finish in the top
.10 at the March 5-7 New England
meet.
It is their season goal.
Said Helies, "Now it's time to get
nervous."

BITE.

MUSO FILM SOCIETY

The Duke
Hot roast beef and turkey,

l"fD. 20 AGUIRRWWRATH Ot' GOO:

· blrected by elner Herzog.
Cast: Klaus Klnskl, Helena Rojo,
Del Negro.

melted American cheese,
hot sauce, Russian dressing,
lettuce, tomato, and onion.

Movies shown at 7:00 and 9:30 p.m.
Strafford Room MUB
Thursday S1.00
Sundays $.75

-Ntt04

"'

565 Central Ave., Dover 742-4488

W~IT~HOU SE OPTICIANS, INC.
Complete eyeg~ass service
Prescriptions-f illed, duplicated,
frames repaired-sungla sses
Take the UNH Kari-van to
Dover Drug Building
· 6 Broadway, Dover

THRIFT SHOP WINTER
CLEARANCE SALE!

at St. George's Church
Durham, N.H.
Thursday Feb. 28
starts at 10 a.m.
Clothing and White Elephants

742-1744
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., 8:30-5:30

Wed. & Sat., 8:30-12:00

PRESENTS AN

OPEN FORUM

to

RECOR D
PRICE S

Save up to $3.00!
Major label LP's! Top artists!

UNH Bookstore
at UNH / Hcwlll Hall 1Hti!! · ~l41

What do you think of our new
schedule?

What communi.ty issues do you
feel we should report?
How do you feel about the
Student Activity Fee that
funds WUNH.and 9 other
organization s? ·
The management of WUNH
will be present to discuss these
issues and more-

WEDNES DAY, Feb. 27
Room MUB

. THE NEW HAMP..SHJ,R~. TµESDAY:· f.~~RUARY 2ij,_1980

Letvinchuk

SKIING
continued from page 20

LETVINCHUK
continued from page 18

15th and Lewis in 18th.
"I was pleased with the race
although it was a really tough
one," said Smith, "but I think we
can do even better in the
nationals."
Back on New Hampshire's
slo~, Roxanne Cloutier, after
firushing third after the first run
of the giant slalom, hung on for

This year, Letvinchuk has been
unde{eated in all of her regular
season meets. Her only defeat
came last Saturday at the New
England meet when she got off to
a bad start, slipping a bit before
the first hurdle and finished in
sixth place with an 8.9.
She has posted the University
record at 8.46 and the Paul Sweet
Oval record at 8.5 this year.
·
Her coach, Nancy Krueger has
found "Levi" to be quite an asset
on the team. Not only has she
scored the most points for the
team with an impressive 46, but
as a tri-captain she has done
much for the morale of the team.
"Levi is obviously having a
super season, and as a senior
that's how we want it," said
Krueaer. ·"she's comine on
strong as a team leader. She has
done a great job of making this
team a close knit group. She's
earned a . neat kind of respect
from the team''
Teammate Chris Tranchemontagne speaks highly of her
saying, ''She always does her
best to watch everyone else com. pete. You can always see her
right ther.e encouraging you. Levi
is very personable. She's easy to
talk to."
Letvinchuk is quick to complement the team. "We don't
have a very impressive record
this season but that's basically ·
because we lack depth. We have a
lot of talent. Our distance group
is super. ] have a lot of admiration for them. We have some
freshmen doubling their events
and that's hard work." ·
Letvinchuk too, is doing some
hard work. She has been kept to
rigorous schedule this season as
she is currently driving to
Amesbury, Mass., five days a
week to student teach in the .
PhysEd
department
at
Amesbury High school.
If that sounds easy, it's not. "I
get up at 5: 45 because I have to be
at work by 7: 30 every morning. I
teach five classes a day (she
prepares the class activities on
her own), and I have the same
duties the other teachers have;
corridor and cafeteria duties.
Then I have to be back on campus
at 3:00 for practice. Some days I
have to practice on my own
because the track is only
available from 1:00 to3:00."
When she does graduate she
would like to teach PhysEd at the
high school level, and she'd like
to coach track.
Her more immediate plans include her spring track season
.where she's looking to improve
her already impressive record of
15.4 seconds in the 100 yard hurdles and a 68.8 in the 440 hurdles.
Sh~ also holds the long jump
record at 16'5½''.
And they said it -couldn't be
done ...

CHGMil
TheE.J.
Hot ham and cold turkey,
melted provolone, ma;yo,
cranberry sauce, lettuce,
and tomato.

~Ntt04
H!

655 Central Ave., Dover 742--4488

Unwanted Hair?
No Needles
Safe, Permanent
FREE 15 minutes with a

·•

.

......

an eighth place showing. Kelly
Johnson, Brenda Johnson, Brenda Gravink and Kris Van CUran
all proved the depth of field
finishing within the top 20.
Cloutier also topped all UNH
Skif!l"S with a ninth place showing
in the slalom race followed by
Van CUran (12th), Gravink (14th)
and Nancy Frechette in 2.&th.
Next weekend the Wildcats
head for the Middlebury Carnival
in preparation for the nationals.

.. ..

THE HAIR AWAY CLINIC
Hampton Prof. Bldg.
Park Ave. H~mpton, N.H.

(603) 926-2650

Student Rentals
or the School Year 1980 - 81 $1,550 per semester
alking Distance to Campus Find your own roommate
WO Bedroom units for
We pay for heat
or 4 Students
~dhotwater
2,340 per semester
For an appointment,
ne Bedroom units for
call 868-5542 2 Students
- and ask for Nick

YOUNG'S CHECKOo/

* Special -*
~

One egg- any style
Toast
Homefries
Tea or Coffee
99 cents

Tues. Feb. 26-Mon. Mar. 3

Cat's Closet

~

~Wedn~sday, February 27 through ,

.,/ Election selections
./ Sale on special items
./ 20-30 percent discount

Tuesda , March 4

Information Center
862-2600
./ Lost & Found overflows
with keys, eyeglasses, etc.
tt/ If you've lost something,
stop.by.
'{Wanted: Commuter addr~
./ Typewriter for rent, 25~ an hon~

Ticket Office
862-2290
.,/ Open 10 a.m.-4 p.m., Mon.-Fri.
./ Tickets on sale
./ London Assurance
.,/ Osie Davis/Ruby Dee -Inside Out

74Z:-Z.9Z4

{Kari-Van

Cafeteria
./ Mub Grub at noon

-I Tues 26 Northern Italian Cuisine
./ Wed 27 Chinese Cookery
./ Coffee & Tea, 20~ with your own cup

Pub
I

-J-ET
TOUR

$26500* BUS
$17900*
TOUR

• Round T~ Jet Fllght

• ·Comp11mentary MNla and

• Round Trip ~IQ.I' Coach Tour
to .D aytona

......... Nrved In-flight
• Tranefen between Airport
and Motel
.

• Scheduled Food

■net

AHi Stopa

ALL TOURS INCLUDE:
• Oceanfront Accommodations for Eight Daya, Seven Nights at the Ramada Inn/
Sliver BNch, Dey• Inn and Inn On~ hach. AU located directly on the Strip.

• Welcome

a F....a Partin with plenty of FREE ~EER

• Exclmtve ID C■td for dlecounts at Shops, RHt■urant1 and Nlghtctuba,~etc.
• 1erv1ce1 of lhe hachcomber Tour Staff
·
• OPTIONAL: Walt Disney Wortd Tour, Kllchenette1, Deep Sea
Fishing and tnONl
.

Tues 26 Irish Folk Night: music, jigs & reels
./ Thurs 28 D.J. Rick Bean with music for dancing
t/ Sun 2 Bean is hack with Oldies

Pistachio's
/New Hours
11 a.m.-10 p.m.
tf Sat. & Sun. 5 p.m.--10 p.m•
./ Presidential Special: Cherry sundae 70~
✓ Mon.--Fri.

Games Area
/ Practice now & sign up for the 8--ball tournament,
3rd week in March; $1 registration;
prize for 1st place

Commuter Center
( Wed 27 Luncheon Lecture: The Hidden Costs

half hour appointment

(For New Patrons)

· · PAGE·flFTEEN

of Nuclear Power

....
CONTACT: IJsa oillary
Hitchcock Rm. 120 2·1669

lleCICIICOftlber

Toun. Inc.

(716) 632-3723
Agent tor W.N. Y. •otor LlnN I.C.C. •c112024

{Thurs 28 Commuter Cafe: Backgammon, cards,
conversation; bring musical instruments,
7-10 p.m.

.TH~. NEW HAMP.~H_jRE, TUESQAY,·FEBRUARY,26,· t980
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Comics

-Caucus
FACULTY CAUCUS
continued from page 1

by Jeff MacNelly

Shoe

First approval of the
procedures must be made by the
board of Trustees before they can
be implemented as part of
University policy. Implemen.tation of the procedures will
require a restructuring of the
Professional Standards Committee, which had previously handl~ all grievance cases.

Senate
STUDENT GOV'T
continued from page 3

by Joe Kapdra

Dinsdale

theft, in the organizations in their
building," Caldren said.
An amendment, proposed by
Kirwan that would take $2,000 out
of Prior Year ReservPs (PYR) and
reduce the SAF portion of the
budget, was passed with no
objection from Wright.
In other business, guidelines for
the Women's Center were passed,
although members of the
organization were opposed to
having a constitution of any kind.
Senator Bob Coates said the
Center needed some structure.
The Memorial Union Student
Organization, the Student
Committee on Popular Entertainment and WUNH . budgets will
face the Senate next Sunday
for approval.

Bi2onia

CLINIC
continued from.page 3

by Craig White

State
+he~ }us+ +urna:1%-eir
ra,/s and rant

•

collegiate crossword .
6

7

8

10

11

1

13

ACROSS

Auto jaunt
Enthusiasm
Maritime manaces
Dance of the
Sixties
15 Mrs. Nick Charles
16 Mohammedan deity
17 Suffix for clear
or appear
fall
18 19 " - Seeing You,"
1938 song
20 Info from the
grapevine
longa, vita
23 brevis
24 Miss Mason
25 Nonsense
26 Illuminated
27 Commit a lawenforcement error
30 "Your Show of Shows"
star
31 Like the U.S.
legislature
35 Heathen
36 Make one's day
37 Prefix: of birds
38 Portrayer of
Charlie Chan
39 City in SW Illinois

1
5
9
14

4

© Edward Julius

Collegiate CW79-26

9 Singer-actor
John- ·
10 Right-angle
extension
11 Oldtime actress from
Scotland (2 wds.)
12 Manufacturer
13 "Massachusetts,
there - "
21 Memorable Brando
film (2 wds.)
22 Go one up on
28 Cro~sings
29 "Ne.ermore" bird
30 Race-car driver
Yarborough
31 Give birth (3 wds.)
32 Squirmy
33 Violent upheaval
34 Physicist's concern
35 Grapefruit
41 Certain believers
43 Month after Avril
45 Lost on purpose
DOWN
47 Kind of Saxon
1 Burst of activity 48 Rocky Mountain
evergreen
City, Oklahoma
23 Bring upon oneself 49 Scenic view
Park, Colorado
50 4 Some U.N. vetoes
53 Test answer
5 Board at Orly
54 Monthly payment
6 Kr.owledge
56 A-U, and
7 Jidda native
sometimes Y
8 Euell Gibbons, e.g.

40 Ceremonial robes
42 "Just the facts,
"
43 Creme de 44 Unlisted securities
(abbr.)
45 Road substance
46 Pass by
51 Communications
device (abbr.)
52 Theatrical display
55 Harvesting machine
57 War god
58 Pesky insect
59 Nickname for Esther
60 Alfred of the
theater
61 Gallop
62 Cut the lawn again
63 Backdrops
64 Cash register
inventory

Last year Stevenson and two
part-time nurses handled all cues.
One woman student said she
~ried to make an appointment for
birth-control and was told she
would have to wait from· one to
two months.
"I could have been pregnant in
two months," she told the
secretary.
"Before now," said David
Regan, assistant to the director of
Health Services, "we haven't been
able to accomodate all those who
needed appointments. Now with
the health fee, the dollars are
available to pay the people."
About $601,000 make up the
health fee.
Now four private physicians
work several hours a week and
Bigonia works full-time. They
compliment Stevenson and five
secretaries.
Regan saia . ; a woman can
get an appointment within a few
days and has a choice of doctors to
see.
Another change, which Regan
said is even more significant than
the staff additions, is services at the
women •s clinic are now free, except
for contraceptives and an elective
early-pregnancy test.
An early pregnancy test, a blood
test which can determine
pregnancy within a few days, costs
$15 and must be sent out to be
.
processed, Regan said.
The clinic does not pay for the
test if it is elective, Regan said, that
is if a woman just wants to know if
she's pregnant that soon.
"If it's a medical emergency the
health-fee pays for it," Bigonia
said.
Bigonia, who came to UNH
after working three and a half
years at a family planning clinic in
Portsmouth, said Hood House
provides basic gynecological
services.
This includes annual papsmears, venereal disease screening,
breast exams, pregnancy tests and
birth-control methods.
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A Miller's tale
MILLER
continued from page 18
"He has the talent and he certainlv has the strength. But, if he
really wants it bad enough his
idea ·of commitment will have to
change. He should be one of the
top ten throwers in the nation. I
see absolutely no reason why he
can't throw 65-feet this winter."
Last Friday, in UNH's last dual
meet of the indoor campaign (a
win over arch-rival Massachusetts)
M.iller threw 62 feet, one inch,
a school and Field House record.
It was not only a superb toss, but
a significant one, snapping a
string of 59-footers that had been
leaving the bitter taste of
frustration upon Miller's lips.

of UNH nor, surprisingly enough,
in terms of the country.
Realistically, he believes he is
one of the top few in New England
and he seems content with that.
"I'm very ignorant of the
sport's total focus," he says
calmly. ''Throwing for me is this
little microcosm. I don't look
much beyond the New Englands
or the IC4A's. The satisfaction
comes from me proving to myself
what I can do.
"For me as an athlete,
technique is important. But for
me as a person, with my built-in
insecurities, strength gives me
confidence. Any day I want I can
go out and throw 58 feet. Any day
I want. But beyond ... that's where
my hick of tgohnique'hurh:.

"As far as I'm concerned, I'm
"That throw has been a long
time coming," says assistant as good as or better than the guys
UNH and Oyster River High I throw against. But maybe that's
School coach Jim Boulanger. a lax attitude. I need to be more
"Especially with the amount of intense to break out of that."
He seems to be on his way. But
time he lost over winter break
(not working out). How well he
continues to do will depend upon
his willingness to work like he did
last week.
"It takes a lot of discipline to be
a good weight man. You've got to
go to the weight room and Alex
does that religiously. Strength is
his best asset and he doesn't need
anyone to watch him when it WOMEN'S HOOP
comes to lifting. But his lack of continued from page 20
discipline sometimes shows in
the circle and that does hurt him. UNH lost by 11 points.
Two nights later, as the WildI think he's overcoming that
cats put pressure on UMass,
now."
Miller's confidence is temperd (then ranked number one), the
with humility, and for that BU coach Joanne O'Callaghan
reason, seems more a comment said, "That's not the same team
on the weather than a boost for we played a few nights ago."
That was when the Wildcats
morale. The intensity of his
psyche is created and fostered began their uphill battle towards
within and except for an oc- the regionals.
"It's like a fairy tale," DeMarcasional grimace, stays there. He
rarely thinks of himself in terms co said. "Us, going back to BU.

th~ big strong man with the.beer.
barrel chest and putty face - is
that the real Alex Miller? Hardly.
In fact, the fellow entrapped in
that lubberly physique couldn't
be more at odds with its expected
temperament.
'' Alex is a true gentleman,''
says B.oulanger. "He gives the
impression of that rugged,
swaggering jock, but he's really a
very iJ;ltellectual young man. I've
known him for four years and
have yet to meet a more likeable
guy."
The sincerity of Thoreau, the
kindness of James Herriot, as affable as Groucho Marx, and the
subtleness of Alfred E. Newman -that's Alex Miller.
"I like to think that I won't
meet anybody who dislikes me,''
he says. "To be successful
athletically, though, you really
must suppress that nice guy attitude. That aggressiveness, the
mP~nn~~.

«iOP~n•t

n9C9'ls::;arily

have to be directed outward."
''I put a lot into my social life,
so I lose in lifting and studying.
But I don't want to be a liftingstudying drone. People are important.''

Women hoopsters
prepare
We aren't the same ballclub they
defeated in January and anything
can happen now. Every team
plays differently in tournament
play; it's a whole new type of
season."
"They're excited," DeMarco
said. "I only wish we could play
BU tomorrow. These girls are
coming in and shooting on their
own at nine in the morning and
working hard at practice at three
in the afternoon."
Other teams in the play-offs are
Queens, Fordham, Providence
College, Syracuse, UMass, and
·
St. Johns.

Class ads
Roommate Needed: Portsmouth: To share
house In.quiet resldentlal area, with 2 nonstudents (1 male, 1 female). $125 month,
plus uttlltles. No smokers, pets or children,
436-9166, Chris or Laura. 2/26

for sale
1970 VW, 140,000 miles, new Hres good

~ii~ltlon. $500 firm, call 742-6066.

6-9 p.m.

TIRES · 2 165 SR-14 Inch rlma. Goodyear
radial studded snows. $40. Under 2,000
miles used. Call 742•8117. Ask forBob 2/26

1968 VW Bua· S750 Baalcally In good shape.
Rellable transportation, camper. 659-3733
eves 772-5417 days. Ask for Nell 2/29
Fender Telecaster Gultar-1967 customized
with humbucklng pickups- $250 or 8.0. Call
431-5035 Ask for Steve 2/26.
One Nikon FE camera w 105mm A1 Lens and
24 mm A1 Lens (both Nlkkor) Selling as
package $550. Call 431-5035 Ask for
··
'
Steve.2/26.
Speakers for sale: Complete series of
Wholesale prlceal Call now before making
the big mistake of purchasing elsewhere.
749-4719 3/7
1972 Maverick, 4 door, no rust, runs good,
or Beat offer. Call 436-6693 evenings. 3

fOO

7

bedroom apartment, w/w carpeHng, kit•
chen appllances, central TV antenna, 10
mites from Rochester, Dover and Durham.
Country, security deposit, no pets,
Barrington, 664-2529 2/29
Wanted: Person to share house In
Rochester, 5 minutes from Spauldrng Tpke.
Carpool posslbllltlea to Dover, Portsmouth
areas. $175.00 Includes uHlltles. Call 33209"4, evenings. 3/3. •
Part. furnished rm. In renovated, downtown
Dover house. Woodheated with wood aus>
plled. On K-van rt. $90.00 a month and utll.
Call Scot. 742-6104. 3/4.

lost and found
LOST: A gold bracelet lost somewhere between Congreve and Lord. Has an lnacrls>
Hon "JAD" and a heart Inscribed "J." Has
extreme aentlmental value. Generous
:,':t'se call Jacqueline at 2·1643.

~~~kii

1979 PINTO mint condlHon tan aHckahlft rustproofed AM only 13,641 miles must sell
·$3180. 742-3681 or 868-2318. 3/21.
Green firewood for sale. Cut to size, spllt,
and dellverttd. $75 a cord. 749-3936. 3/21.

LOST: One pair brown leather gloves-left In
T.V. lounP.e of the MUB Wed. 2/20 night after
the STVN a "The Goodbye Glrl". Please contact 868-70~lneed therri. Thanks. 2/26
LOST-leather down ske mittens. Blue and
llght blue. Please call 862-3199 If found 2/22

74 Opel Manta Rally German build, body
solid, runs very well, Radlala. Good gas
mileage, book value 1500. Asking 975. 142·
2019-Keep trying. 2126.
Used .:;cords for sale. Rock, Jazz, Classlcal,
Disco, Blues. Some collector's Items. All In
excl. condlHon. Call 868-9710 or on campus
862-1298. Ask for Jeff Splll. Best after 5:00
p.m.2/29

LoSf: a navy blue sOITcAsE packed with
clothes, It was left alongslde stairs at 1
Main St. Durham, on Jan 4. Grasshopper
brand; name on name tag: Irene StorKS.
Please contact Von o, 862-2060. Thanksl
2/22.

FOR SALE: 1968 AMC REBEL. Inspected, running, not much rust. $300.00. Call 659-2002.
Ask for John. 2/26
For Sale: 1971 Ford Galaxy 500. Runs great.
needs some body work. Ask $250. Must sell.
Call 749-0527. 3/3
For Sale: 1973 CHEVY NOVA. 2-Dr. Custom
A.T., P.S., 307 V-8. GOOD PARTS CAR $300.
Call 862-3173 or 332-4023. 3/11
Datsun 1973, 30 mpg, only 68,000. Dependable, Inspected, radlal tires. $400 below
book. NO rust. $1,250.-749-1882 eves after
11 p.m. 3/7
FOR SALE: BAUER Molded Hockey Skates. size
~ew, Warranty enc, $50 or 8.0. 742·
2

~O~~~i?

FOR SALE: 1972 Dodge Coronet. Small 8
engine, runs on regular gas, 4 Door,
Automatic Transmission, air conditioned,
electric windowed, snow tires & extra rims
No RUST- "A-1" condition. Asking $875.ou.'
Call 436-8581 (between 10 AM-9 PM). 2129

for rent
Apartments for rent• SOMl:~~r, _,..:,1-i • Eacli
has two bedrooms; one with porch and den
at $65, the second at $60 weekly. Includes
heat, hot water. • cable TV, stove,
refrigerator and washer/dryer hookups. No
pets. References required. Security deposit.
Call 207·676-9043 after 6 p.m. o r on
weekends. 3/38

Introducing "THE PASSIONS" band. We play
orlglnal new rock and are looklng for a
good hlghly spirited drummer. If Interested
call Todd or Mark Llchtenwalner at (617)
536-5515 or 868-9667. 2/29

LOST: a navy blue SUITCASE packed with
clothes, It was left alongside stairs at 1 Main
St. Durham on Jan. 4. Grasshopper brand;
name on name tag: Irene Storks. Please
contact Van at 862-2060. Thankal 2/22
Lost on Valentlne's Day-my favorite ring. It Is
gold with a red stone and was lost (possibly)
at the llbrary, Tin Palace, or anyplace In
between. Reward. Call Jane 2·1818.

help wanted
MENI-WOMENI
JOBS ON SHIPSI American. Foreign. No experience required. Excellent pay. Worldwide travel. Summer job or career. Send
$3.00 for Information. SEAFAX, Dept. G-10
Box 2o.&9, Port Angeles, WaahJngton 98362.
3/7.
Need a Job? Haves a car? Deliver Pizzas on 7

campus. Hours 9:30-11:00 p.m. or 11-12:00.
must be able to work three days a week.
Call Joe 862-3336 after 11 :00 p.m. Good
.
payll2/25.
Want Immediate Interest-Cooks specializing
In cleanliness, organization, seafood.
Opening date for walerfront restaurant April
10 Lerea St., Portsmouth. Call 431-5510.

t~9

Help Wanted: 1980 Summer Employemnt.
LAUNCH OPERATOR-STEWARD for local yacht
club. Week-ends. Mav 23-June 15: full time.
June_iO:SePf,,1;_w9ek-ends, Sept. 5-Oct. 13
Must be at feast 18 years old and with some
boating experience. Coast Guard
registration deslrable. EOE, M·F. Call 868·
50_56 after 6 p.m. 2/26

personals
Tom Lynch, you're not my boast
How come you're reading this when you
could be out voting for John Anderson?
VOTE FOR LaROUCHE: A real man who can
set this country straight. (Signed): Former SS
guards for LaRouche.

2e.·1sao
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Playoff hopes still
a bound.for Wilde a ts
HOCKEY

continued from page 20
steaming slapshot froni 50 feet
the Friar goalie never reacted to.
Dan Forget closed out UNH's
scoring when he tied the game at
15: 24 when he · and Ron Reeve
worked a two on two rush while
shorthanded. Reeve drew a Friar
defenseman out of position while
the speedy Forget cut for the net
untouched, beating Nolin high
over his glove.
Minutes later, PC took the lead
again, this time for good when
Tom McCarthy tipped home a
Jim Ilw,hin pa~~ through Oreg

Moffett's left post. Moffett had
replaced Pearson after the first
period. Pearson turned aside
eight PC bids in the first period.
Moffett had 18 in his 40 minute
stint.
Friar Mike Bolstad made it 6-4,
PC, less than a minute later when
he took a pass in front of Moffett
and slid the puck under the UNH
goalie.
Jim Collucci worked a two on
two break for the last goal
coming at 18: 12 of the last period.
While the Friars celebrated
their first ever home ice quarterfinal action, a weary looking
Friar coach Lou Lamoriello
reflected on how UNH had
played.

FollowUNH
sports in
The New
Hampshire

·· "They never gave up," he said.
"Charlie Holt is a fine coach and
well respected. I think we got just
a bit defensive tonight before we
realized it was tied 4-4.
"But these kids have worked
hard,'' Lamoriello said, nodding
his head towards the Frhtr
dressing room. "Nolin did a great
job, too."
Though UNH suffered its fifth
straight loss, the Wildcats are
not, that's right not out of a
possible play-off position yet.
With an 8-13 ECAC mark, UNH is
in 12th place in a field of 17 teams.
,. Upcoming opponent Colgate is
m seventh Dlace with an 8-8-1
mark and has four games left to
play.
Cornell holds eighth place and
also has four games left as does
BU, and three other teams. Given
wins in the last three remaining
games and "co-operation" from
the other teams, UNH could still
find itself in the play-off picture.
Another Ivy League team
awaits the Wildcats tonight when
they travel back to Providence
again for a game against Brown
University starting at 7: 30 p.m.
The game will also be aired on
Channel 11. The Bruins are
currently 6-11-2 and far behind in
the Ivy League .behind Dartmouth.
ICE CHIPS: If you rubbed
your eyes wondering if you saw
number 15 skating in the UNH
blue and white you weren't
wrong. Bob Harris has been
called up to the ranks by ~oach
Charlie Holt who seemed very
pleased with his performance in
his first game. Look for more
play from this Wildcat tonight
against Brown as well.

Sue: HafcPY, H~ppy 20th bayi Get psyched
Hey Ho.,Hal I love the new-old you. Do you
H
1y
tr
take sauna with wife? Ifs the thought that
crazy me.
for tonight-an ou ageoua
counts, rlght?I Six down fourteen to go. Bye
.......;;L~er;..;s;..;.h.;;.;;lt..;.;th..;.;e;..;t..;;.ow~nl....;;L_ov_e_a_lw_ay.;..1.;..'D_._21_2_6_ _
now-Chief. 2/26.
Lost: navy blue woolen blazer, gold whale
on lapel. Lost Thursday night, poaslblY at
Sueba, AITl8rlcan Queen of the Zulus: Go·tor
SAE. frantlc-wlll otter reward, no queatlona
the snake eyes Ar-Ar-Ar. Love ya, Get outta
askedll Call Nancy 868-9711 or 862-2'55.
i~tlgboo & Skana (Happy Birthday -Guy)
Happy Birthday Dick from the rlnfamous
thre•Dana, JoJo, and Glenn-not to forget
.
Cleo and Tony. P.S.G.L.F.A.J.111 2/26
Deeb- Hopefully the flylng DJ wlll never
crash. Does toupe glue hold In saltwater? ·
Why shou.ld I stay clear of RB? He looks
harmless, even If _his hair does bounce. .
PBWJ: I love you, I love you, I love you, nove
you, I love you, and you know what...! love
YOU, lota... forever, Pooh. 2/29
To six foot nine Joe: Did you get the carnaHon ValenHne'a Day? SHII no name yet,
but remember Alier Hiss was not the only
stranger In class. S gned Me. 2/26
Hey Meg- I loved the Superstyle pizza. Can
we have the next one In York?L. T. 2/26
C.B. Too bad there was no snow for our ski
plans. Oh welll I'm sorry about the bad
times, but better things are yet to come.
Loveya.C.G.2/26
To Todd In the Quad: I dont know you and
you don't know me, but I've admtrea you
from near and far ..trom the one who awaits
your smile. 2/26

Julie Jo-Have one hell of a 21aH Happy,
happy blrthdayl Love, Kathy 2/26
Chi O pledges-We love you all and you're
the beat, but you must have held out, you ·
weren't sick enough the morning after. 2/26
To the cutest boy In Beta who Uvea In the
house-you llght up my life and I look for you
everyday on Garrison Ave-Love, a girl on
your street.
TRANSFER ORIENTATION STAFF for Spring/Fall
,8011 being chosen now by commuter/lranafer Center. Apply before Fri., Feb 29th, Rm.
136, MUB. 2126.
t-EY PAUL FROM TICE: Where cld you dllappear
to SUnday nlghf? You forgot to bid 1'18 Gover-

nor farewell If I don't rway your prefereuce,
the Governor wll=on that Job he
WSBE p&rlOn?t?
promised met An u
never come ~ h •
Oh not Old Jimmy C.
he's down on the farm (peanuts tha!._~_l!!Y,
there, how about anothel' "Corter-Reagan•
winner.

=:~':-~:~a

I
l'M CONVINCED. I'll vote for John Anderson
on Feb. 26, But I think he's too good a man
to be President. - ·- /

Hey my favorite frogl Show New England
what you can do this weekeod. Make that
ugly vulture swim In your wakel If I can't
rttaKe If TO see you Wlfi, kriOW thaf l'in
thinking about you. Tau Nu Epsilon forever!
Love ya cuHe, Bear. 2/26
Kathryn-To a girl who Is too modest about
h_er .pcco]J\plJlhmel)fJI Good tuc:;J< at the
New England's this weekend-we're behind
you all the wayl- The Wing. 2/26

Solld brass .belt buckles with WIidcat or
University seal-two sizes. Now available at
Wax EAr Record Shop, Durham. Open 11-6.
3/7.

TRANSFER ORIENTATION STAFF for Spring/Fall
'-80 la.being chosen now by Commuter/Transfer Center. Apply before Fri., Feb. 29th, Rm.
136 mub. 2/26

Brian L.-When's our next party?? Here's to
evervthlng going right next tlmel No bowls,
crackers & cheese, Pepperoni/mushroom
pizzas on Randall, me D.J., Toyota's w/Callf.
plates In the $now, loslng Taylor In Dover,
and solo dancing-most of all here's to youl
Thanx so muchll Get psyched for our crulsel
love Nance. 2/26

Non-smoking, hard working male with genHe dog seek housing wlfhln 30 mlns. of
Durham In exchange for work-clean, cook,
chop wood, shop, mor• Good watch dog
loves kids. Can we help each other? Please
call 742-3233 days; 868-5530 nights, ask for
Marc.3/7

I need a ride to Florida Spring Break.
Daytona-Jacksonvllle area. WIii share expenses. Call Pete .ot 742-4912. 16 Cote
Drive, Dover. 2/26

Hey Green Eyes 11· You're -ed upl Hope we
didn't ruin any relationship, but you aren't
Green Eyes, alias - OFF BITCH (All endearmenta-belleve me). That's why you didn't
understand-Green. 2/26

services

FREE FILMS ON PRIMARY DAYI Come eat lunch In the Strafford Rm 10-2 p.m. Sponsored
by MUSO. 2/26

Eyes and Hairy lnnertube. P.S.· Yes, It Is that
hairy. 2/26

jennlfer Haley, Happy 20th Birthday!
Welcome to 3rd floor Congreve. Have an
excellent Hme Tuesday nlghl. Hopefully. this
wlll be the last Hme you'll pracHce being
legal ... agaln. Forget Wednesday morning.
Go nuts and celebrate! Have a good oneJane, Julle, Dani, Linda, Laura, Tom, (Wally),
Mollv. Rob lk Cathy. 2/26
DO YOU NEED TO SELECT A MAJOR
SELECTING A MAJOR WORKSHOP· Thursday,
February 28, •980-2:oo p.m. Strafford Room,
Memorial Union Bulldlng.--Are you undeclared and need to decide on a MAJOR
soon?-Do you t-iave a MAJOR but are unsure If It for you?••Have you had four
MAJORS In two semesters and are contemplating yet another change?-Do you wonder what sort of "lob" you can get with your
MAJOR? Are you generally confused about
your academic dlrecHon? Then come to
this MAJOR meeting on ACADEMIC MAJORS
and let us help you discover the right
MAJOR for you. Career Programs sponsored
by: The counseling and Testing Center,
Career Planning and Placement, The
Libera· Arts Advising Center. 2/26.
Wanted • one used punching bag. Any size,
color, or shape. Call 868-1297 asl< for Joe or
Chlp.2/26

Professlonal TYPING at Its best by University
Secretarial Associates. IBM CORRECTING
SELECTRIC, choice or style, pitch; grammar,
corrected.
spelling
punctuation,
Reasonable rates for superior quality. Diana
Schuman, 742-4858 . 2/29

Paul Keegan did not realster to vote. He has
for months however preached the wonders
of John Anderson. The apamy, nypocrocy,
dupllclty, and irresponslbllity of this man
disgust me. The entire UNH student body
condemos this misfit.

Happy Birthday Syll Hope your last year
(hopefully) as a minor Is awesome. More
Crescent House attacks, MUB Pub oldles,
Ralphlng and Hampton Punch to come.
Love, Tweedledum. 2/26

WIii you be spending the summer with your
family? Researcher needs volunteers for
study Involving mothers and daughters. Call
Jane 862-2761 days, 868-5731 evenings. 3/7

Pick-up truck available for moving, light
haullng. Rates negotiable. Call before
12:00 noon. 659-273&. Ask for Steve.2/26.

BROWN EVES· It's been a great year. See you
~oloradol I miss you already. Grey Eyes.
2

To my birthday, Valentlne buddy, Thanks for
special, fantastic 20th birthday. I couldn't
have spent It _with a more exciting and
" crazy' lover and best friend. Love ya
Laura and "bear". 2/26

"The Hidden Costs of Nuclear Power" by
Prof. Richard England of WSBE. Wednesday,
Feb. 27, 12:30 Sullivan Rm., MUB Commuter/transfer Cente r Lunc h Serles.
Beverages provided. Free . 2/26

Lost-Grey ski hat with 4 stripes around It. Lost
In vicinity of A lot or Philbrick Hall Friday Feb.
15. If found, please catl Mark at 2·2454 or
868-9743 Room 238.2/22.
Found: One male grey Tabby cat, young
with doublefront paws. Has yellow collar
with bell. Very affectionate. Call 868-9725.
Ask for Judy Davis or Susie Slyter. 3/4.
Found 2/14: Bracelet In Rm. 42 of HamlltonSmlth around 11 a.m. Call Robin and Identity. 868-2534. 2/22.
Lost: Dover High School ring 1978. Gold with
green stone J.J.R. Inscribed Inside. reward.
Call 742-1547. anytime. 2/29.

Can you believe that Paul Keegan didn't
register to vote?
DISORDERS
COMMUNICATION
ORGANIZATIONALMEETING: Featuring guest
speaker audiologist Donald L. Berry. Monday March 3 at 7:30 p.m. In room next to
cllnlc office In Paul Arts Center. Refreshmentslll2/29

k,

SHITKICKERS-Talk about going nutsl That was
one hell of a showi ii mav have been your
last but everyone wlll remember It always.
Glorlal Love, your groupies. 2/26
Art therapy given by the Institute of
Therapeutic Arts at Magus Light, Portsmouth.
Afternoon and evening groups. Resolve
personal Issues using the proceaa of painting. Call 603-882-3022 Days; 603-431-1268
evenings. 2/29
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Miller's tale: notjust another strong ,man
By Gary Crossan
Like trying to fit a plump
-grapefruit into a small earthenware jar, Alex Miller, in a gray tshirt soaked with sweat, stuffs
himself into the pilot's seat of the
leg pr~ machine.

Rubbing his heavy workboots
into the footplates like a
weightlifter testing hjs grip on
the bar, knees brushing the bottom of his perch, he pushes until
the stac!(ed pile of twenty-pound
plates slowly begins to rise.
' ,f

There are 19 of them," 300 poun~,
and as the face edges through
the spectrum of pink to red to
scarlet, those legs, the breadth
and stoutness _of a pair of goodsized birch trees, keep pushing;
two, five, eight times, each
seeming the last before collapse
but always another following as
sure and true as all the rest.
Finally a break, but even with
that set done there are more to
come, for .Alex Miller does not
like to lose.
Miller has been virtually _in a
class of his own this indoor
season winning six of eight of his
competitions in the 35-pound
weight throw, an event that has a
lllltage at UNH I UUCll 11.ke golt.

Strongman Alex Miller is more than just your normal athlete.
He has qualified for the NCAAs with a toss of 62 feet, one inch.
(Nancy Hobbs photo).
_
.

does at Wake Forest.
----The 35-pound \_\'eight throw is
an event peculiar to almost every
part of the world but northeastern United States, and even
here it'is thought of primarily as
conditioning and strength-work
in prepar_ation for the outdoor
season and its close cousin, the
hammer.
Ah, , the hammer. There is
where the real pride lies. Chief
among.its great mentors in New
England is UNH track coach
John Copeland. His stable of
throwers, both past and present,
can testify to that claim.
·
Master technician Ed Daniels,
th~ .~!~!!!:ed Lou ·Porrazzo, Ken
Gampbell; all -UNH grads, -all
national caliber, all New England
class weight throwers. Around
here, the weight throw and hammer are synonymous with apple
pie and ice cream.
It is hardly a smooth transition,
going from one to the other, sort
of like learning ballet by starting
off on hockey skates. But they are
similar in two ·respects; each
requires strength and sound
technical skill, and very few
people can throw both with equal

success. There are exceptions to
the latter.
Alex Miller came to UNH in the
fall of 1976, a modest, unassuming 52-foot shot-putter
with plans of majoring in English
and history, and perhaps
someday becoming a literary
giant in the mold of Hemingway.
He wasn't necessarily looking for
fame and fortune, a little
recognition would do, and
throwing around ' heavy things
had always been easy.
"When I was a kid," he
recalled the other day, his eyes
bearing that amusing glint that
will always defy the idea of
growing up, _"maybe six y~rs
<;>Ict, 1 was wrestling one day with
a big log that was half buried in
the ground. I kepf pulling on it,
but it-wouldn't budge. So, I got
mad and gave it a big yank and
pop, .-it came loose .. M:y mother
was standing nearby, shocked.
All she could say was 'wow' and
right then I said to myseH, OK,
this is what I want to be, a big_
strong man."
He is definitely that. And at 6-1,
and a hefty 240 pounds, he often
dwarfs his peers in the circle, and
anywhere else. He walks like a
lumberjack after a tough day in
the wood and even an extra large
t-shirt looks ridiculously small.
He can bench press 350 pounds;
take 500 pounds on his shoulders
in a full squat and is extremely
proud of it. On a hard day, he will
spend two hQurs in the weight
room, lumber up to the track and
throw for another hour and a haH,
and then pump away on those leg
presses till the muscle tremors
shake his body.
He threw the hammer 190 feet
last spring to rank 37th among
the nation's best. Admittedly,
viewed on a world wide level, that
is not very ~ood (the best
.American falls m at 112th behin~

a host of Russians and eastern
Europeans) but,· for only three
years of throwing it makes a
feUow proud to see that on paper.
"Alex certainly wouldn't have ·
lettered here as a shotputter,"
says Copeland. "When he first
came here, there was hammer
fever (Porrazzo was in his prime
and Campbell would soon with
the Yankee ·Conference) and he
just got caught up in it."
· "His first few years, he looked
up to Lou and Ken, almost to the
. point of feeling inferior. That just
wasn't the case. They all had different qualities and because of
that I don't think he set his goals
high enough."
Weight events are power events,
that is, there is maximum
exertion in a minimal amount of
time. From crouch to put, the
shot may take half a second, the
weight with three turns, may be
twice as long. There is little room
for error. Every motion, each
pivot and weight shift must be
carefully timed, precisely
measured. In this respect, it
resembles gymnastics or figure
skating; hundreds of thousands
of repetitions, always searching
that perfect
rhythm.
for
Strengi,t is certainly a bi_g plus,
but finesse is the track on which
the trains run.
Alex Miller is, definitely. He can
stand up to · anyone in that
category. But technique, ah,
that's what hurts. Says Co_peland, "his biggest
problem technically is that he
hasn;t ·been throwing for a long
enough period of time. The
timing, the skill, the feeling for
the event can only be gained
-through throwing. Alex _just hasn't
been puttin~ in the time he should
be for the class of thrower that
he is. That loss may have already
decided his destiny.''
MILLER, page 17

Letvinchuk did "what couldn't be done"
This weekend, Mary Ellen reminiscentgrin. "The guys on
Letvinchuk will compete in my team were great. Sometimes
the New England Champion- the guys from other teams gave
ships being held at Harvard in me a hard time, more out of em-Cambridge, Mass.
barrassment than anything else,
By Cathy Plourde
.but once I started placing, they
Her first high school track
coach told her to forget it; she'd
never be a hurdler. She just
didn't have what it took.
But that old statement, "they
said it couldn't be done," has
rung untrue before and UNH's
senior ,tri-captain Mary Ellen
Letvinchuk has disproved it once
more as she has a history of
record .breaking efforts -in the
hurdles event.
Letvinchuk kriown as "Levi" to
her many fri~nds, acquaintances
and fans, has comp!}ed quite
an eventful past for herself since
her initiation into the sport of
track and field in her freshman
year at Bishop Fenwick High
School in Peabody, Mass.
· Being brought up in Catholic
schools which lacked athletic
progrP.ms, Letvinchuk _had
merely, "fooled around with softball,'' in junior high school, ''for
something different td do."
When she attempted the burdies as a sophomore, her coach
discouraged her, saying that she
lacked the natural technique
necessary for a hurdler. The
boys' varsity coach didn't seem
to think so however, and he had
Letvinchuk competing for the
team.
• "I ran the boys varsity indoor
high hurdles. Somehow I was the
first girl to score a point in a varsity meet," Letvinchuk humbly
stated. "I picked up a third every
once in a while. I even got a few
seconds.
When asked how receptive her
male teammates and opponents
were .to_h(!l" ,Lemnchuk flashed a

think social life is important too," didn't• have a good techmque. dies. She gained a fourth in the
she grinned.
Jean used to tape my elbows at a long jump.
Once at UNH, Letvinchuk went .90 degree angle to help me with
She lost only one race that
out for the field hockey team in iny form. It worked. It ripped my year. "Right before the New
the fall of her freshman year, but skin if I moved them the. wrong England meet, I got a bone spur
had to quit as it was too time con- way, but it worked."
in my heel. The doctor said_ I
were fine."
suming.
That _year Letvinchuk qualified couldn't run in the NE's but I ran
Letvinchuk deserved their ad"Track was a club sport that for the Eastern Regionals in win- a sixth place finish witli a lousy
miration more than anything year," she remembered. "It was ter track and iil spripg she cap- time."
else. In both her junior and senior pretty unorganized, but we did tured Regional thirds in both the
years she was . elected the · have a few meets'that I was in."
110 yard hurdles and the 440 bur- LETVINCHUK, page 15
Catholic Conference Most OutShe was soon hindered by a
. standing Runner. As a senior she knee injury. She was forced to
was All-American in track and stop running, as she needed
she was the first girl ever to be surgery.
presented with the Bishop Fen"My knee had this habit of
wick Student Athlete Award.
dislocating," she said, smiling
As captain of the track team in sarcastically. "It used to pop out
her senior year, Letvinchuk held of place then pop back in and fill
, the school long jump record at 17 up with fluid. I'd get it drained
feet along with indoor and out- and I'd be stuck on crutches for a
door records in the hurdles. She while, then they operated. They
was third in the State meet that put a bone block in to ~eep it from
- year and she was the Easter,n dislocating. After the operation,
Massachusetts Champion.
~
it took me from July to October of
.Letvinchuk's family always that year to get it back in shape.''
supported her athletic interest.
In October of her sophomore
"They've been nothing but en- year, under the instruction of .
-couragement for me. They never Jean
Roberts,
who had
pushed me or looked down on me previously been an Olympic
for putting my time into track in- competitor and is now coaching
stead of getting a job. They were the Australian Olympic team,
always there for support."
Letvinchuk began working out
Letvinchuk came to the with the cross-country team to
University of New Hampshire as get into shape for winter and
a Physical Education major. She spring track.
·
had narrowed her prospects to
"Jean was a super .coach,"
chosing between UNH . or Letvinchuk said fondly. "I don't
Springfield
College
in think there's anybody nicer or
Mass.a chusetts . .
more knowledgeable. _She had a
"Springfield specializes in special way of motivating the
phys. ed.," Letvinchuk sneered. team. I don't think there _was
"It's basically all phys. ed. anyone who didn't. like her. She
majors. I wanted more diversity was one in a million. I learned so
and a well-rounded education. much from her."'
Sports aren't my entire life. I'm
"She seemed to be able to pick
concerned with a good education. up any flaw and correct it. She
I have a wide spread of interests spent a lot of individual time with
and hobbies and I wouldn't want everyone.''
Mary Ellen Letvinchuk has had an illustrious career here e.!
to be on a cJmpus that was
Letvinchuk laughed as she UNH. As a tri-captain she holds a UNH Field House record. _
P.rimarily athletes. Of. course I ~i_d 1_ "_In higfi school I r~lly ·• (Nancy Hobbs photo).
· ·
'
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Gymnasts tumble to UMass
By Boston Neary
The UNH women's gymnastics
team left the door wide open for
the UMass Minutemen to walk
~way with Saturday's meet 134.6
·
to 131.15 at Amherst.
UNH coach Gail .·Goodspeed
cited that her team was lacking
their "normal depth" in the meet
due to the loss of Josie Lemmi's
services on the floor exercise and
vault, (ankle injury) and the lack
of solid performances from her
other regulars.
UMass featured two elite gymnasts, Janice Baker (who did not
compete in December's match
due to an ankle injury) and Liz
Marino who capturea first and
third places, with a 34.65 and
33:Ds, respectively.

Gail Sweeney, UNH's sunshine
on a dismal afternoon, nailed a
second place showing in allaround scoring with a 34.55. She
hit on a sukahara ·vault (her
second in intercollegiate competition) for a first place with a
9.0 and a first place on the
unevens with an 8.5, while nailing
a third place on the beam.
"She did great," added Edie
Sutton, "I think we're all feeling
the pressure of the high point of
the season and she really came
through.''
Teammate Ellen Fahey landed
a second on the unevens and a
third on the floor. ,
"This loss hurts us for Regional
seeding," said Goodspeed, "and
it makes our chances awkward
fQr mak\ng Nationals."

The Wildcats had their difficulties staying glued on the
beam as only Sweeney and Edie
Sutton managed to stick.
''The beam is the key to the
meet," commented Goodspeed,
"and UMass simply outclassed
us."

Jackie Watskin was another
highlight in the meet as she
opened up in all events but the
beam with solid performances.
The Wildcats have a chance to
meet the Minutemen again next
Sunday in the tri-state meet at
the Field House.

No. 12 Michigan St.
challenges gymnasts
Twelveth ranked Michigan State invades Durham on Thursday
night at 7 p,m. to give the UNH gymnasts one of their most intense
challenges of the season.
"We've been looking forward to this meet all season," commented UNII Coach Gail Goowipt:eu, "and it we can ntt 100% we·ve
got a good chance of beating them."
The Wolverines sport an 8-3 record - losing only to the Nation's
best; No. 1 Penn State, No. 4 Louisville and No. 13 University of
Minnesota (by .1 point). Also to the Wolverines' credit is the capturing of the Big Ten title for the third straight yea .
.
Michigan State Coach Mike Kasavana reports that his squad
has been scoring in the 140 range, but Goodspeed remarked that
the judging is somewhat different in the mid-west and the
Wolverines' swing to New England (UNH and UMass) should ·
prove to be a critical test for the highly rated team. The Wildcats'
top score was a 133.9 last week against Cortland St.
The Wolverines feature a dynamite freshman in the likes of
Bonnie Ellis. Kasavana said that his young gymnast is, "probably
our top all-around girl," as she averages 35.85 per meet and set a
school record of 36.5 against University of Florida.
Other standouts include all-arounders sophomore Colleen
Smith and junior Mary Beth Eigel who consistantly hit within the
34-35 point range. Kasavana 's team is rounded out by three more
all-around performers, and two specialists.
Long known as a gymnastic power, the Wolverines are completing their national tour with UNH's meet and Saturday's
against the Minutemen.

Langlais,' Bryant" pace w,n

Wo':11en's hockey gains 50th·
For most people a 50th anniversary
celebration would mean champagne and a lot of
happy people. Yet for the UNH women's hockey
team, number 50 was more of a learning experience than anything else.
In fact, head coach Russ Mccurdy didn't even
realize it was the 50th unbeaten game until aftP.r
the contest. "I guess the fact' we're in the playoffs was the reason why we didn't make more of
it. The playoffs had become the objective of
everyone."
For the number one ranked Wildcats, Saturda~s 13-u defeat of John Abbott College of Montreal was tougher than most might have thought.
UNH outshot the Islanders by a scant 40-38
margin and had the goalie been better, the Wildcats might have fotind themselves facing a difficult situation.
"Now," said senior co-captain Kelly Stone,
"we know what we have to prepare for for the
tournament in March. We can learn from our
mistakes."
"It's nothing we can't correct," said Mccurdy.
"In fact, we did some things very well like our
passing. But we got out-fought in front of our
own net because we're not used to it.''
In goal, junior Donna Nystrom was called upon
for 32 saves, the highest ever by a Wildcats netminder.

"I could have played better," she said later.
"They were a_good shooting team and it felt good
to get a lot of shots .. .it felt different. But I should
have stopped some of those goals."
"There was no question they had an offensive
thrust," said Stone. "But that wasn't all of it.
This is one of the few times we have been tested
defensively and we made a few errors."
UNH fell behind just 47 seconds into the contest, but were able to come back to build a 5-2
lead on the basis of two Cindy McKay slap shots.
But as Stone pointed out, "we really didn't
start playing well until the second and third
periods. We improved throughout the game."
Leading the Wildcats was Kathy Bryant who
registered two goals and handed out six assists.
Just behind her was sophomore linemate Diane
Langlais who had her ~ t performance of the
year with three goals and three assists.
McKay had two goals and two assists.
~
Of the 50thunbeaten game, Mccurdy said, "It
is a milestone and the team has reason to be
proud of it."
Tomorrow, the Wildcats finish out their
collegiate schedule with an away contest against
Connecticut. Following that game will be an
exhibition tilt against Waltham, the defending
New England amateur champions. It will be
UNH's last home game of the year.

Josie Lemmi performs a handstand on the balance beam in
Saturday's meet against UMass. (Nancy Hobbs photo).

· Swimmers sunk
by Connecticut
By Pam Dey
In their last dual meet of the
season the swimmen were not in
quest of a win against UConn as
Saturday's 82-31 loss plainly
indicated.
·
Coach Frank Helies expl~ined,
"No one even knew what the score
was until we got on the bus. We
were there to make New England
cut-off times for the guys who
hadn't qualified yet."
· And three did. Jeff Wolfe
achieved eligibility with his time in
the 1650 yard freestyle. Rocko
Raduazo qualified with a strong
showing in the 100 freestyle. And
despite goggles that slid down

Wildcats make mark at NE's
By Cathy Plourde
UNH made its mark in Saturday's New England Women's Indoor Track and Field Championships at Boston University.
The team travelled to the
championships with 11 qualifying
competitors. Four of them placed
in their events and three pulled
off new records of one type or
another.
Senior captain-Mary Ellen Letvinchuk placed sixth in the 55
meter hurdles after slipping at
the start. She clocked in at 8.9
seconds.
Missy Collins captured, fourth
place in the 800 meter run, at
2:17.7.
Millie Pelletier was fifth in the
high jump at 5'2".
The two-mile relay team of
Janet O'Hara, Tracey Flanigan,
Laura Stuart and Missy Collins

flew to a fifth place finish and a were close. BU won with 62
new University record, knocking points, UConn had 61, URI 60,
21 seconds off the old one. Their UVM 42 and Harvard had 38.
time was 9:32.2, qualifyi~g them
Krueger takes a skeleton crew
for the Regionals next week.
to UConn tonight, where UNH
Other competitors were Laurie
meets up with Eastern Connecticut, Central Connecticut and
Munson and Lisa Powers in the
two-mile. Munson ran a "perfect UConn. Krueger hopes to come
race" .as UNH coach Nancy
home with a few more qualifiers
Krueger put it, clocking 11:20.2.
for the regionals. This is the last
This gives her a new $Choo!
chance to qualify.
record and qualified her for the
The EAIAW Regionals will be
regionals. Powers ran 11: 31.6, a
Saturday and Sunday at Harpersonal best mark.
vard. There will be 86 parMia Arnold ran the mile in
ticipating schools and ap5:36.2, after a weeklong bout with
proximately 850 competitors.
"the campus flu."
Representing the Wildcats to
· Shot putter Chris Tranchemondate are Letvincbuk, in the 60 yd
tagne just missed placing in her
hurdles, Munson in the two-mile,
and O'Hara, Flanigan, Stuart and
event, with a throw of 36'7 3/4' '.
As a team, they did not compile
Collins in the two-mile relay.
enough points to place, but in.Krueger said, "We have five or
six ~tn~rs wno ar~ v~ry c1os~ tQ
dividually all did well. School
rankings for .tbe--t'@p{i.re t~
-~ • ,quaUQ!m~anA.t owggt ,f (ll~t Jl\SJ; ,#,
' · ~ : ·' ' ~ - ' :- ~ · u
might do it."

around his neck within the first few
seconds of the race, Joe Harkaway
qualified with a 50 yard freestyle
sprint.
Jim Hill and Mike Hfrst failed in
their attempt at New England cutoff times but Hill concluded the
season with a lifetime best in the
200 yard butterfly and Hirst with .
personal top times in the 200 yard
backstroke and breaststroke.
· In the 1,000 yard freestyle Mike
O'Donnell joined teammates Hill
and Hirst amongst the ranks of the
unsuccessful but reduced his
previous best in the event by 27
seconds.
SWIMMERS, page 14

Tracksters sixth
The Yankee Conference championships held no surprises for the
UNH men's track team this weekend. UNH finished sixth as a
team, the same as last year, but the Wildcats came
back with no
1
individual champions winch is unusual.
"Overall, they did pretty well," said UNH coach John Copeland
of his squad. "Rich Kelly finished sixth in the mile, scoring from
the unseeded bracket which is a pleasant surprise. And Alex
(Miller) threw okay (in the 35 pound weight). But other than
that..."
Miller's 60' 1/2" heave was good enough for a second place finish
behind Boston University's Dave Hegarty who won, ironically, with
a throw of 62'1 ", Miller's personal best which he set earlier this
year.
Rhode Island, the host team, took the last ever YC championship
with a 126 point total. BU finished second at 112, followed by Maine
(104), UMass (94), UConn (27), UNH (26), and Vermont (10).
Two-miler Gary Crossan and pole vaulter Toby Russ took thirds
in their respective events and Peter Bergeron placed fourth in the
600 yard run. According to Copeland, Guy Stearns didn't compete in
the mile run because of a sore throat but is expected to run in the
New Englands which are this coming weekend.
"We're going to be very selective about who we take this year (to
the NE's)," said Copeland. "We also have some who have qualified
for the IC4A's and one (Miller) who has ~ualified for the nationals."
The New Englands will be run at BU s indoor facility this year.
According to Copeland, the track is very fast and he expects some
good times to result. Earlier this month, UNH ran at BU and 14 individuals recorded personal bests with Dean Kimball recording a
UNH record in the two-mile.
Yet as for the YC's, it's all over and according to Copeland,
"there was a lot of sadness on the part of the coaches to see it
broken up.
"It's served a lot of athletes in the past," he continued. "The
Yankee Conference was excellent competiton and I -think they
made a mistake by cutting it off.''
Copeland noted that going from dual meet competition to larger
meets such as the IC4A's was often too much for the collegiate
trackster. A prep meet was needed and that's what the Yankee
Conference was.
"The Yankee Conference always helped us prepare a kid for that
kind of competitio_n ," said Copeland.
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PC 7~UNH 4; playoff hopes remain
·
By Gerry Miles
Providence College has found
the winning secret to beat ·the
✓wildcats-score four first period
goals and take it from there.
Eight days.-ago w.hen the two
~ms . 1 met in · Durham, PC
scored four unanswered goals in
the first 20 minutes and held on to
win5-4.
Friday night they did the same
thing taking a 4-2 lead after the
first stanza and clinched home
ice for the quarter-final round of
ECAC tourney play with a 7-4 victory over the Wildcats in
Schneider Arena.
The . game had more dazzle
than the score indicates.
Bruce Raboin opened the Friar
scoring at 1: 59 on a blast from the
point that beat freshman goalie
Todd Pectnson. Steve O'Neill':s in-

tended oass deflected off Scott
Burkhart's skate and PC led

qwckiy;2--0. ---· ·

·

Kurt Kleinendorst registered a
. powerplay goal and O'Neill his
second of the night in a two
minute span to double the score
an~ it looked like a PC romp was
on.

Todd Pearson, shown here aginst Boston College, was victimized four times in the first period
against the PC Friars. But though UNU lost, 7-4, they still have an outside chance at the playoffs. (Bill Hill photo)

the new .bampshire

·sport·s

·uNH defeats Siena, 72-70

Dufour wins ho Op finale
.
By Bill Nader
When in doubt, go to the captain.
This lesson was learned when
Mike Eruzione drilled a wrist·
'shot under, Vladmir Myshkin's
right armpit, lifting the US kids
over the Russian businessmen on
that Friday night which shook the
world.
The lesson was reinforced 26
hours later when Paul Dufour
threw in a 25 footer with only one
second left, as UNH stunned
Siena 72-70, on that Saturday
night which shocked Durham.
With the score tied at 70, Siena
called timeout with 52 seconds
remaining to plan for its final
shot. Nineteen seconds later, Indian guard Kevin McGraw was
called for a five second
possession resulting in a jump
ball with UNH's Robin Dixon.

The sparse crowd which half ·
filled Schneider Arena gave its
loudest cheer of the night,
however, before the game started
when the score of the Russian
United States Olympic game was
announced followed by the
familiar cheers of "USA, USA,
USA ... "
Wildcat Matt Shramek then put
UNH within two scoring UNH's
first on Friar goalie Greg Nolin at
18:24. Nolin had shut UNH out for
over 50 minutes in Durham in a
stellar performance.
Just 18 seconds later Shramek
sprung Jay Miller on a pass for a
break-away to cut the Friar lead
in half 4-2 after the first period.
Nolin displayed that he wasn't
just playing out of his league
twice that night stopping John
Normand with a qUick glove hand
and early in the second period
with Gary Clarke standing at the
crease ready to victimize . the
Berlin native at will .
But maybe being close was too
easv for Nolin as Mike Waghorne
pull~ the Cats within one, 4-3? on a.
. HOCKEY, page 17

"It was a great call," said UNH tended to be," explained Dufc;,ur
coach Gerry Friel, breaking out who scored a team high 16 points ..
''I knew when there were 24
inlaughter. ·
Dixon controlled the tap and af- seconds left, if I got the ball, I
ter crossing midcourt, UNH was going to make it.
"Not too many athletes get a
signalled for a timeout with 24
seconds left. After that timeout chance to end their career like
elapsed, Siena elected to use a that," said UNH's eighth leading
timeout of its own as the chess scorer and career leader in free
game was becoming more in- · throw percentage. "It was nice, I
don't know how to explain it."
tense than the game.
Siena led 39-30 with 2:58 left in
But all the UNH strategy came
down to the freakiest of freak the first half, but UNH narrowed
plays. Robin Dixon had the ball in the margin to 43-41 at intertraffic with the clock .ticking mission. Jack Burns contributed
down and suddenly the ball was nine of his.11 points in the half, as
sent to Dufour in no-man's land, the sophomore forward banged
the offensive boards with
25feetaway.
Two timeouts and this was the authority.
A Bobby Neely layup (11 poinbest shot UNH could manage. But
Dufour's shot hit ·nothing but ts) off a neat feed from Chris
string in a dramatic career- Gildea gave UNH its largest lead
of the game, 58-53, midwar
ending farewell.
"It wasn't the play it ~as in- . MEN'S HOOP, page 8

Wildcats in hoop tourney
_
By Cathy Pl~urde
With Saturday's 80-65 win over
Southern Connecticut, the UNH
Women's basketball team has
been seeded sixth among eight
regional
the
in
teams
tournament.
The Wildcats have put all their
efforts together to win five
straight games, culminating with
:Saturday's win, where they
dominated the boards once again.
"It's great to finish the regular
season the way we did," said
UNH coach Cecelia DeMarco. .
, "We had to win all the games that
we played these past two and a
half weeks. For some of the
other teams we met, it would
have just been an upset if they
had won, but for us, it meant the
tournament."
At the half, UNH led by 11
points. Jackie MacMullan was
high scorer with 22 points.
Karen Bolton had 21, with 10 rebounds.
"There's not enough to be said
for Bolton," DeMarco said.
"She's just been playing incredible ball in the past few
weeks and it has brought her an
extended season."
With a 15-6 record, this young
team, mostly sophomores, is
facing its first regional tournament.
They play third-ranked Boston
University, Friday night at 7 p.m.
at BU. The last time the Cats met
UNH captain Karen Bolton finished out her career at UNH in the Terriers, in mid-January,
fine form against Southern Connecticut. (Nick Novik photo)
WOMEN'S HOOP, page 17

Though you can't see it, all eyes are on the ball just tossed up ·
by senior Paul Dufour. The 25 footer swished through with one
second for the winning basket. (Nancy Hobbs photo).

Skiers 4th in region
By B()ston Neary
A ferocious wind on Cannon
Mountain, and a treacherously
icy cross-country trail in Canterbury, VT, couldn't hinder the
fourth place finish by the UNH
women's ski team in last
weekend's EAIAW Regional
meet.
The combined efforts by both
the alpine and cross-country
squads have guaranteed the team
a position in the AIAW Nationals
at Middlebury College (March 58).

Middlebury (last year's
national champion), won the 11
team Division I event just edging
out a powerful UVM team by .35

point, 338.50 - 338.15. Dartmouth
finished a distant third with
296.80 followed by UNH with
272.95.

The cross-country team opened
up the three day event with a
respectable fourth place showing
in the 4 x 5 km relay. Patty Ross,
Wendy Smith, Laura Lewis and
anchor Muzzie Smith pulled up
behind the same tough trio of
Middlebury, .. UVM and Dartmouth which have just barely
outdistanced UNH all season.
Smith continued her pacesetting performances for the
Wildcats as she captured sixth
spot, .followed by Wendy Smith in
SKIING, page 15

